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Resumo Ha´ uma tendencia para o crescimento da intelegeˆncia nas nossas casas.
Normas como UPnP e DLNA propoˆem automatizar a forma como os nossos
dispositivos interagem. No quadro actual, os dispositivos de media dominam
a inteligeˆncia das nossas casas.
O fo´rum UPnP e´ uma iniciativa industrial criada para permitir a conectivi-
dade fa´cil e robusta entre dispositivos auto-suficientes e PC’s de diferentes
fabricantes. O objectivo deste fo´rum e´ desenvolver normas para descrever os
protocolos de comunicac¸a˜o entre dispositivos e esquemas XML, e permitir
a operac¸a˜o entre dispositivos numa rede escala´vel.
O DLNA foi criado em Junho de 2003 com o nome Digital Home Working
Group (DHWG), em Junho de 2004 foi alterado para Digital Living Network
Alliance (DLNA). A alianc¸a DLNA e´ liderada por 23 companhias (Access,
Awox, Broadcom, Cisco, Comcast, HP, Huawei, IBM, Intel, Kenwood, LG
Electronics, Macrovision, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, NXP Semiconduc-
tors, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp, Sony e Toshiba) e tem
mais de 245 membros.
Hoje em dia os consumidores esta˜o a adquirir, ver e gerir uma grande quan-
tidade de informac¸a˜o digital (fotos, mu´sica e v´ıdeos) nos seus PCs, dispos-
itivos electro´nicos e dispositivos mo´veis. Estes pretendem aceder de forma
fa´cil a partir de qualquer dispositivo em qualquer parte da sua casa aos seus
conteu´dos de outros dispositivos. Esta ideia e´ poss´ıvel atrave´s da criac¸a˜o
de uma rede com dispositivos certificados pela alianc¸a DLNA.
Uma rede DLNA oferece aos consumidores inter-conectividade automa´tica
entre equipamentos dome´sticos, e aos fabricantes uma oportunidade de
inovar e de diferenciar os seus produtos. Do ponto de vista do operador,
aumenta a capacidade de diagno´stico e gesta˜o remota da rede de cliente.
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Abstract The world we live on is becoming more and more digital, our homes are
growing in intelligence. Standards like DLNA and UPnP AV propose to
exchange our digital media (photos, audio, video) in an automatic way.
The UPnP forum is a industrial initiative created to allow easy connectivity
and robustness between independent devices from different fabricators. The
objective of this forum is to develop templates to discriminate the protocols
and XML schemes involved in the process of interoperability in a scalable
network.
The DLNA alliance was created in July 2003 by the name Digital Home
Working Group (DHWG), later changed to Digital Living Network Alliance
(DLNA) in June 2004. The DLNA alliance is commanded by 23 companies
(Access, Awox, Broadcom, Cisco, Comcast, HP, Huawei, IBM, Intel, Ken-
wood, LG Electronics, Macrovision, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, NXP Semi-
conductors, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp, Sony e Toshiba)
and have more then 245 members.
Today consumers are acquiring, viewing and managing a big amount of
digital information (images, audio, video) in their PCs, electronics devices
and mobile devices. They want to access easily from any device in any
part of the home to their information present in other devices. This idea is
possible through a creation of a network with DLNA certificated devices.
A DLNA network offers automatic inter-connectivity between devices to the
consumers. It is an opportunity to innovate an differentiate the products of
their fabricators. From the operator point of view, increases the diagnose
capability and remote management of the client network.
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Resumen El mundo en que vivimos es cada vez ma´s digital, nuestras casas tienen
cada vez ma´s inteligencia. Normas como DLNA y UPnP AV proponen a un
intercambio de medios digitales (fotos, audio, video) de forma automa´tica.
El foro UPnP es una iniciativa industrial creado para permitir una fa´cil
conectividad y robustez entre los dispositivos auto-suficientes y PC’s de
distintos fabricantes. El objetivo de este foro es desarrollar plantillas y
esquemas para discriminar los protocolos XML que participan en el proceso
de interoperabilidad en una red escalable.
La alianza DLNA se creo´ en julio de 2003 con el nombre Digital Home
Working Group (DHWG), ma´s tarde cambio´ a Digital Living Network Al-
liance (DLNA) en junio de 2004. La alianza DLNA esta´ al mando de 23
empresas (Acceso, Awox, Broadcom, Cisco, Comcast, HP, Huawei, IBM,
Intel, Kenwood, LG Electronics, Macrovision, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia,
NXP Semiconductors, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp, Sony
e Toshiba) y tiene ma´s de 245 miembros.
Los consumidores de hoy estan adquiriendo, visualizando y gestionando una
gran cantidad de informacio´n digital (ima´genes, audio, video) en sus PCs,
dispositivos electro´nicos y dispositivos mo´viles. As´ı mismo, ellos quisieran
acceder fa´cilmente desde cualquier dispositivo en cualquier parte de la casa
a esta informacio´n con otros dispositivos. Esta idea es posible a trave´s de
la creacio´n de una red de dispositivos con certificacio´n DLNA.
Una red DLNA permite a los consumidores interconexio´n automa´tica entre
dispositivos , es una oportunidad para innovar y diferenciar los productos de
sus fabricantes. Desde el punto de vista del operador, esta te´cnica aumenta
el diagno´stico, la capacidad y la gestio´n remota de la red del cliente.
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Abstrakt Sveˇt, ve ktere´m zˇijeme, se sta´va´ v´ıce a v´ıce digita´ln´ı take´ nasˇe domovy, jsou
vybaveneˇjˇs´ı. Standarty jako DLNA a UPnP umozˇnˇuj´ı automatickou vy´meˇnu
nasˇich digita´ln´ıch medi´ı (fotografie, audio, video).
Fo´rum UPnP je pr˚umyslova´ iniciativa vytvoˇrena´ pro snadne´ pˇripojen´ı a odol-
nost mezi neza´visly´mi zaˇr´ızen´ımi rozd´ılny´ch vy´robc˚u. Prˇedmeˇtem tohoto
fo´ra je vytvoˇrit sˇablony odm´ıtaj´ıc´ı protokoly XML, sche´mata zapojeny´ch do
soucˇastny´ch proces˚u v dostupne´ s´ıti.
Aliance DLNA byla zalozˇena v cˇervenci roku 2003 jme´nem Digital Home
Working Group (DHWG), pozdeˇji pˇrejmenova´na na Digital Living Net-
work Alliance (DLNA) v cˇervnu 2004. Aliance DLNA je ovla´da´na 23
spolecˇnostma (Access, Awox, Broadcom, Cisco, Comcast, HP, Huawei,
IBM, Intel, Kenwood,LG Electronics, Macrovision, Microsoft, Motorola,
Nokia, NXP Semiconductors, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp,
Sony Toshiba) a ma´ v´ıce nezˇ 245 cˇlenu˚.
Dnesˇn´ı spotˇrebitel na osobn´ıch pocˇ´ıtacˇ´ıch nebo mobiln´ıch zaˇr´ızen´ıch z´ıska´va´,
prohl´ızˇ´ı a spravuj´ı velke´ mnozˇstv´ı digita´ln´ıch informac´ı (obra´zky, audio,
video). Jejich pozˇadavkem je snadny´ pˇr´ıstup z libovolne´ho zaˇr´ızen´ı v
jake´koliv cˇa´sti domova. Tato mysˇlenka je mozˇna´ prostˇrednictv´ım vytvoˇren´ı
DLNA s´ıteˇ.
DLNA s´ıˇt nab´ız´ı automaticke´ inter-propojen´ı mezi zaˇr´ızen´ımi a
spotˇrebitelem. A existuje mozˇnost inovovat rozd´ılne´ produkty vy´robc˚u.
Z provozovatelske´ho hlediska se zvysˇuje diagnostika schopnost´ı a spra´va
klientske´ s´ıteˇ na da´lku.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This documents describes a test suite composed by two parts. One that enhances the
capabilities of Wireshark and another that adds a DLNA specific test to Device Validator.
Device Valitator is part of Developer Tools for UPnP Technologies which is a set of devel-
opment tools to help creating software that is compatible with the UPnP. These tools include
generic devices and control points, stack generation tools, UPnP AV debug and reference
tools. Most tools are written in C#. This project is open source under the Apache 2.0
license.
The last years are characterized by the increasing demand of multimedia services. Users
want to have their owns services and their media everywhere at any time. Trying to react to
the customers needs, service providers are interested in allowing the costumers to share their
media between different devices without physically media support needed or any additional
configuration.
DLNA is the standard that certifies that a device is capable of sharing its media with other
DLNA certified device, with guarantee of success and quality. Consequently, to ensure that
such device is DLNA compliant and which capabilities it has, the service providers need to
test each single device. Taking this into account, we propose to improve the Device Validator
to test the compliance and capabilities of DLNA devices.
Since UPnP (foundations of DLNA) is an unusual protocol, the existent network trou-
bleshooting tools are not ready to support it. Consequently we propose to develop a script
for Wireshark, a well known network analyzer or ”sniffer”.
Wireshark intends to analyze the traffic on the network and display it as detailed as
possible. We can say that it is a measuring device that examines what is on the network we
are connected to. The main goal of a packet analyzer is troubleshoot network problems which
is the objective of a test suite as well. Until now, Wireshark does not support UPnP traffic
and considers it as simple tcp traffic. Wireshark is an open source project available under the
GNU license.
UPnP Device Valitator is part of Developer Tools for UPnP Technologies which is a set
of development tools to help creating software that is compatible with the UPnP. These tools
includes generic devices and control points, stack generation tools and UPnP AV debug and
reference tools. Most tools are written in C#. This project is open source under the Apache
2.0 license.
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1.1 Motivation
The DLNA specification involves a large number of protocols like Bluetooth (V1.1 &
V1.2), Wi-Fi (a/b/g/n), Ethernet, MoCA, UPnP Device Architecture1.0, UPnP AV, HTTP
(1.0 & 1.1) and RTP. With this spectrum of protocols involved we can only imagine how
complex a DLNA Device can be. The fabricators need a test suite for easy troubleshoot.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this work is to provide a test suite to verify the DLNA compliance and
capabilities. As additional objective, develop diagnose routines that help to find problems
with DLNA devices.
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
Development of scripts to enhance Wireshark UPnP dissection and add DLNA specific
tests to the Device Validator tool.
1.4 Outline
This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we first do a brief introduction on the
UPnP standard, and then provide a more thorough description on DLNA standard the most
relevant of this work. Then, we introduce the concept of Packet Dissection and Test Tool. In
Chapter 3 we describe how was the UPnP dissection implemented in Wireshark and compare
the improvements. In Chapter 4 we make a brief description of Device Validator capabilities
and DLNA Test implementation, later we analyze the results of some DLNA certified devices
in front of our test suite. Finally, in Chapter 5 we take some conclusions form the walk done
and provide guidelines for future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we shall introduce the topics, standards and tools which are the groundwork
for this thesis. In Section 2.1 we describe the UPnP Standard and, in particular, its modes
of operation for media sharing; Section 2.2 introduces the concept of DLNA alliance and
its guidelines; in Section 2.3 we talk about the DLNA Media Format Profiles with focus on
mandatory requirements; Section 2.4 introduces the Network Packect Analyzer concept and
LUA Dissection; Section 2.5 introduces the UPnP Test Tool concept; and in Section 2.6 we
talk about open source software that implement DLNA Media Format Profiles . Each section
also includes references to all of the related work, papers, books and technical reports related
to the topics being addressed in this thesis.
2.1 The UPnP Standard
The UPnP Forum is an industry initiative designed to enable easy and robust connectivity
among networked devices from many different vendors. The UPnP Forum seeks to develop
standards for describing device communication protocols and XML-based device schemas for
the purpose of enabling device-to-device interoperability in a scalable, networked environ-
ment. [21]
This Section was mostly based on the UPnP Device Architecture [21] and UPnP AV
documents [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
The UPnP Implementers Corporation (UIC) is composed of UPnP Forum member compa-
nies across many industries that promote the adoption of uniform interconnectivity standards,
testing and certifying of these devices. The Steering Committee Members of UPnP Forum
are: Alcatel-Lucent, CableLabs, Intel, LG, Microsoft, Nokia, Panasonic, Philips, Samsung
and Sony. The certification process of a UPnP device is open to any vendor who is a member
of the UPnP Forum.
The UPnP Forum created working committees in specific areas of expertise domain. These
working committees are encharged of creating device standards, building sample implemen-
tations, and building appropriate test suites.
UPnP vendors can build UPnP compliant devices with shared intellectual property. Sep-
arated from the logo program, vendors may also build devices without standards procedure.
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2.1.1 UPnP Technology
UPnP technology defines an architecture for peer-to-peer network connectivity between
intelligent devices, wireless or wired. It is designed to bring easy-to-use and flexible connectiv-
ity to ad-hoc or managed networks at home, small business, public spaces. UPnP technology
is a distributed, open networking architecture that uses TCP/IP and Web technologies to en-
able seamless proximity networking, also controlling data transfers among networked devices.
The UPnP Device Architecture (UDA) is more than an extension of the plug and play
peripheral model. It is designed to support zero-configuration, ”invisible” networking, and
automatic discovery for a breadth of device categories from a wide variety of vendors. This
means a device can dynamically join a network, obtain an IP address, present its capabilities,
and learn about the presence and capabilities of other devices. Finally, a device can leave a
network smoothly and automatically without leaving any unwanted state behind [21].
The technologies leveraged in the UPnP architecture include Internet protocols such as
IP, TCP, UDP and HTTP. Like the Internet, contracts are based on protocols that are
declarative, expressed in XML, and communicated via HTTP. Internet protocols were chosen
by UDA because of its ability to deal with different physical media, to enable real world
multiple-vendor interoperation, and easier integration with the Internet and many home and
office intranets.
UPnP is universal because has no device drivers. Common protocols are used instead and
networking is media independent. UPnP devices can be implemented using any programming
language, on any operating system.
2.1.2 UPnP Device Architecture
The UPnP Device Architecture defines the protocols used for communication between
control points and devices. For discovery, description, control, eventing, and presentation,
the UPnP Device Architecture uses the following protocol stack:
UPnP Vendor
UPnP Forum
UPnP Device Architecture
SSDP Multicast Events
SOAP GENA
HTTP HTTP
UDP TCP
IP
Table 2.1: UPnP Protocol Stack
At Table 2.1 first we have UPnP vendor specific information about their devices. Moving
down the stack, we have information defined by UPnP Forum working committees. Messages
from the layers above are hosted in UPnP protocols such as the Simple Service Discovery
Protocol (SSDP), General Event Notification Architecture (GENA) and multicast events
defined by UPnP, and others. SSDP is delivered via either multicast or unicast UDP. Multicast
events are delivered via multicast UDP. GENA and SOAP are delivered via HTTP. Ultimately,
all messages are delivered over IP.
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Two device types are defined by the UPnP architecture: normal devices and control points.
A normal device in the role of a server, respond to requests from control points. Both control
points and normal devices can be implemented on a variety of platforms including personal
computers and embedded systems. Multiple devices, control points or both, may be on the
same network endpoint.
IP is the base for UPnP networking. In an IPv4 environment, each device or control point
must have a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) client and search for a DHCP
server when the device or control point is first connected to the network. If a DHCP server is
available, the network devices must use the IP address assigned to it. If no DHCP server is
available the device or control point must use Auto IP to get an address. If during the DHCP
transaction, the device or control point obtains a domain name through a DNS server or via
DNS forwarding, the device or control point should use that name in subsequent network
operations or should use its IP address [21].
When a device is added to the network, the UPnP discovery protocol allows that device
to advertise its services to control points on the network. When a control point is added to
the network, the UPnP discovery protocol allows that control point to search for devices on
the network. A discovery message contains essential information about the device or one of
its services, its type, identifier, and a pointer to more detailed information.
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After a control point has discovered a device, it needs to learn more about the device and
its capabilities. To interact with the device, the control point must get the device description
from the URL provided by the device in the discovery message as described in Figure 2.1.
Devices may contain other logical devices, as well as functional units, or services. The UPnP
description for a device is expressed in XML and includes vendor-specific manufacturer infor-
mation like the model name and number, the serial number, the manufacturer name, URLs
to vendor-specific Web sites, etc. The description also includes a list of any embedded devices
or services, as well as URLs for control, eventing, and presentation. For each service, the
description includes a list of the commands, or actions, to which the service responds, and
parameters, or arguments for each action; the description for a service also includes a list
of variables; these variables model the state of the service at run time, and are described in
terms of their data type, range, and event characteristics. After a control point retrieved the
description of a device, the control point can send actions to a device service.
Figure 2.1: Description Architecture
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In Figure 2.2 we see a control point sending a control message for the service provided in
the device description. This is a very important point, since the port used is dynamic Packets
Analyzers can not dissect UPnP traffic easily. Control messages are expressed in XML using
the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). In response to the control message, the service
returns action specific values. The effects of the action, if any, are effective by changes in the
description variables from the state of service.
Figure 2.2: Control Architecture
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The service sends updates when the variables change, and a control point may subscribe
to receive this information. Event messages are sent to publish updates, they contain the
names of one or more state variables and the current value of those variables, expressed in
XML as wee can see in Figure 2.3. A subscription event message is sent when a control point
first subscribes; this event message contains the names and values for all evented variables and
allows the subscriber to initialize its model of the device services. To enable scenarios with
multiple control points, eventing messages keep all control points equally informed. Therefore,
all subscribers are sent all event messages, subscribers receive event messages for all evented
variables that have changed, and event messages are sent in response to a requested action
or because the state the service is modeling changed. Through multicast eventing, control
points can listen to state changes in services without subscription.
Figure 2.3: Eventing Architecture
If a device has a URL for presentation the control point can load the page into a browser.
Depending on the capabilities of the page allow a user to control the device and view device
status. The presentation is optional and the capabilities depend on the device manufacture.
Addressing is the first step of UPnP networking. Through addressing, devices and control
points get a network address. Addressing enables discovery the second step where control
points find interesting device or devices, description is the step three where control points
learn about device capabilities, control is the step four where a control point sends commands
to a device or devices, eventing is the step five where control points listen to state changes
in a device or devices, and presentation is the step six where control points display a user
interface for a device or devices.
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2.1.3 UPnP AV Architecture
The foundation for the UPnP AV Device and Service templates is UPnP AV Architecture.
The AV Architecture defines the way UPnP Control Points and UPnP AV devices interact
with each other. The supported devices can be TVs, VCRs, CD or DVD players, Set Top
boxes, Hi-Fi systems, MP3 players, cameras, camcorders, electronic picture frames, and PCs.
The AV Architecture allows devices to support different types of formats and multiple types
of transfer protocols.
Typical UPnP AV scenarios can be resumed to 3 box model or 2 box model.
3-Box Playback Scenarios
The 3 box model implies that we have 3 independent devices: a control point, a media
server and a media renderer. The Control Point has the capability to interact with one or
more devices, coordinating and synchronizing the devices. Through UPnP the Control Point
initialize, configure the devices for a HTTP or RTP transfer of media content. Despite the
Control Point initialize the transfer it does nothing more, it can be disconnected after the
transfer initiation without of interference to the transfer.
Figure 2.4: 3 Box Model
The most common task involves three distinct UPnP components: a Media Server, a
Media Renderer, and a UPnP Control Point. In a 3 box model the Media Server contains
media that the user wants to render on the Media Renderer. The user interacts with the
Control Point to locate and select the desired content on the Media Server and to select the
target Media Renderer.
The Media Server is able to access its content stored locally or stored on an external device
and transmit it via the network using a transfer protocol. The most used transfer protocol
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is HTTP, however the requirement it is that must be a protocol understood by the Media
Server and Media Renderer. Media Servers may support one or multiple transfer protocols
and data formats for each content item or be able to convert the format of a given content
item into other format on the fly.
Some Media Renderers may only support one type of content and one type of transfer
protocol or multiple transfer protocols or data formats.
The Control Point User Interface and the functionality is dependent and determined by the
Control Point manufacturer. A typical Control Point can be a TV remote control, a wireless
PDA or a similar device with a small display. The Control Point is the only component that
initiates UPnP actions.
Once the transfer begins, the Control Point goes to sleep mode and is no longer needed
to complete the transfer. However, the Control Point is capable of controlling the flow of the
content by invoking various AVTransport actions such as Stop, Pause, FF, REW, Skip, Scan,
etc. Also, the Control Point can be able to control the various rendering characteristics on
the Renderer device such as Brightness, Contrast, Volume, Balance, etc.
Media Server
The Media Server primary purpose is to allow Control Points to browse or search for
content items that are available for the user to render. The Media Server must contain
a ContentDirectory Service (CDS), a ConnectionManager Service (CM), and an optional
AVTransport Service (AVT).
Some Media Servers are capable of transferring multiple content items at the same time,
to support this type of Media Server, the ConnectionManager assigns a unique Connection ID
to each stream created. This ConnectionID allows any Control Point to obtain information
about active connections of the Media Server.
The Content Directory service provides a set of actions that allow the Control Point to
browse or search the content that the Server can provide to the home network. The primary
action of this service is ContentDirectory::Browse(). This action allows Control Points to
obtain detailed information about each Content Item that the Server can provide. This
metadata includes properties such as its name, artist, date created, size and more. Also the
returned metadata can identify the transfer protocols and data formats that are supported
by the Server for that particular Content Item. The Control Point uses this meta-data to
determine if the Media Renderer is capable of rendering the available format.
The Connection Manager Service is used to manage the connections associated with a
particular device. The primary action of this service for a Media Server is ConnectionMan-
ager::PrepareForConnection(). This optional action is invoked by the Control Point to give
the Server an opportunity to prepare itself for an upcoming transfer. When the Control
Point wants to terminate this connection, it should invoke the Media Server’s Connection-
Manager::ConnectionComplete() action to release the connection. If the ConnectionMan-
ager::PrepareForConnection() action is not implemented, the Control Point should use In-
stanceID=0 and only supports one device each time.
The AVTransport Service is used by the Control Point to control the playback of the
content that is associated with the specified AVTransport. New instances of the AVTrans-
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port service are created via the ConnectionManager::PrepareForConnection() action. A new
Instance Id is allocated for each new instance.
Media Renderer
The Media Renderer is used to render media content obtained from the home network.
This includes a wide variety of devices and may also allow the user to control the flow
of the content. The Media Renderer must include a Rendering Control Service (RCS), a
ConnectionManager Service, and an optional AVTransport Service.
In order to support rendering devices that are capable of handling multiple content items
at the same time the Rendering Control and AVTransport Services must contain multiple in-
dependent instances of these services. Each instance of these services is bound to a particular
incoming connection allowing the Control Point to control each incoming content indepen-
dently from each other.
The RenderingControlService provides a set of actions that allow the Control Point to
control the renderering. This includes rendering characteristics such as brightness, contrast,
volume, Mute and more. The Rendering Control service supports multiple, dynamic instances,
which allows a Renderer to mix more then one content item.
The ConnectionManagerService primary action for a Media Renderer is the Connection-
Manager::GetProtocolInfo() action. This action allows a Control Point to enumerate the
transfer protocols and data formats that are supported by the Media Renderer. This infor-
mation is used to predetermine if a Media Renderer is capable of rendering a specific content
item.
The AVTransport Service is used by the Control Point to control the flow of the associated
content.
Control Point
Control Points initiate and control the operation of the Media Server and the Media
Renderer, usually in response to user interaction with the Control Point’s UI. A Control
Point can not be considered as UPnP device, it is not visible as a device on the network
because it does not provide UPnP services.
A generic Control Point should be able to interact with the following services of Media
Server and Media Renderer:
• Discover AV devices.
• Locate desired content (ContentDirectory::Browse()).
• Get renderer’s supported protocols (ConnectionManager::GetProtocolInfo()).
• Compare protocols.
• Configure server and renderer (ConnectionManager::PrepareForConnection()).
• Select desired content (AVTransport::SetAVTransportURI()).
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• Start content transfer (AVTransport::Play()).
• Adjust rendering characteristics.
• Cleanup server and renderer (ConnectionManager::ConnectionComplete()).
Manufactures can combine any of logical entities (Control Point, Media Server, Media
Renderer) into a single physical device. A PC can be a media server to distributes his media,
but we may want to see media from other devices. A PC can be a media renderer and media
server. Also we may need our PC to control the UPnP devices. As result a UPnP device can
be all the three device types or two device types or just one device type.
2-Box Playback Scenarios
Two box scenarios which are also very common. Manufactures sometimes choose to create
a devices with a Control Point and a transfer client or transfer server. This special Control
Point implementations are easier to implement but the devices are invisible on the network,
services are not available. Our Device Validator tool discussed in Chapter 4 will not be able
test the invisible devices because can not find an invisible device, although with the enhanced
Wireshark we can manually analyze the actions of the invisible device.
Figure 2.5: 2 Box Model 1
As shown in Figure 2.5, this scenario involves a Media Server and a Control Point with
transfer client. The Media Server contains media that the user wants to render. The user
interacts with the Control Point’s UI to locate and select the desired content on the Media
Server and to play it back through transfer client.
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Figure 2.6: 2 Box Model 2
As shown in Figure 2.6, this scenario involves a Control Point with media and a Media
Renderer. The Control Point has capabilities like a normal Media Server for serving media
that the user wants to render. The user interacts with the UI on the Control Point to locate
and select the desired content by means of internal communication and to play it back using
the Media Renderer. DLNA is the next theme for this background chapter only describes a
Control Point with transfer client named Digital Media Player (DMP).
2.1.4 UPnP Printer
The UPnP Printer architecture defines the interaction model between UPnP printing
devices and associated control point applications. Examples of UPnP Printer devices are
photo printers.
A UPnP also defines a Print Basic Service for Printers which gives them UPnP capabilities
The Print Basic Service includes print-related attributes along with all job-related attributes
(Example: JobName, DocumentFormat, Copies).
The PrintBasic Service is mandatory in a Printer Device. Additional services may be
present. One of these optional services is the PrintEnhancedLayout Service [16].
The UPnP Printer architecture defines a UPnP Printer device which specifies the UPnP
Print Enhanced Service which in turn specifies XHTML-Print, CSS Print, and CSS Print
enhanced layout extension as the page description language.
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2.1.5 ProtocolInfo Concept
ProtocolInfo is an action from the Connection Manager service, which is very important
for Section 2.3 and Chapter 4.
Until now we described many aspects of the UPnP devices but just a few concepts about
the streaming between devices. The objective of this ConnectionManager::GetProtocolInfo()
action is to give the control point the information required to determine the compatibility
between the devices. This information is separated by ”:” with the following fields: protocol,
network, content format and Additional Info. 1
In Table 2.2 we can see the different possibilities defined by UPnP [11]. The ”*” symbol
means anything is accepted.
Protocol IP Network Content Format Additional Info
HTTP, use ”http-
get”
Since all devices that
support HTTP are
part of the same IP
network, use ”*”
MIME-type Not needed, use ”*”
RTP, use ”rtsp-rtp-
udp”
Since all devices that
support HTTP ate
part of the same IP
network use ”*”
Name of RTP pay-
load type
Not needed, use ”*”
Vendor-defined pro-
tocol, use ”internal”
IP address of the
device hosting the
Connection Man-
ager
Vendor-defined, may
be ”*”
Vendor-defined, may
be ”*”
IEEE 1394
(FireWire), use
”iec61883”
Globally Unique
Id (GUID) of 1394
bus Isochronous
Resource Manager
Name standardized
by IEC61883
GUID and PCR in-
dex of the 1394 de-
vice
Any ICANN domain
name of vendor reg-
istered protocols
Vendor-defined, may
be ”*”
Vendor-defined, may
be ”*”
Vendor-defined, may
be ”*”
Table 2.2: Defined Protocol Info
UPnP devices use mostly the HTTP Protocol and MIME type definition but do not use
specific media format profiles information which is clearly inefficient to guaranty interoper-
ability. The same MIME-type definition can have different resolutions, bitrates, frequencies
and much more options which the devices can or can not support.
UPnP AV main fault for interoperability is the lack of media format profiles to represent
the device accepted formats with strict rules.
DLNA will use the Additional Info field to describe the media format profiles defined by
the Alliance. In Section 2.3 we will make a description of the mandatory profiles for DLNA
devices.
The lack of UPnP media format profiles justify the creation of DLNA.
1DLNA will use Additional Info heavily to improve the compatibility between devices.
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2.2 The DLNA Standard
The DLNA standard has UPnP and UPnP AV as foundation and create new rules with
focus on media profiles to improve the interoperability between devices.
Consumers are acquiring, viewing, and managing an increasing amount of digital media
(photos, music and video) on devices in the Consumer Electronics (CE), Mobile Device and
Personal Computer (PC) domains. Consumers want to conveniently enjoy that content-
regardless of the source-across different devices and locations in their homes. The digital
home vision integrates the Internet, mobile and broadcast networks through a seamless, inter
operable network, which will provide a unique opportunity for manufactures and consumers.
In order to deliver on this vision, it was recognized that a common set of industry design
guidelines would be required to allow companies to participate in a growing marketplace,
leading to more innovation, simplicity, and value consumers. [18]
The Digital Living Network Alliance answered this challenge by taking the initiative to de-
velop a workable framework for interoperable product design. The DLNA Home Networked
Device Interoperability Guidelines has been created in a unique cross-industry effort that
combined the efforts of over 100 Consumer Electronics, PC-industry and Mobile Device com-
panies from around the world who worked together with the aim of achieving the world’s first
substantial platform for true interoperability between personal computer and consumer elec-
tronic devices. The Interoperability Guidelines provide product developers with a long-term
architectural view, plus specific guidance for IP-networked platforms, devices and applica-
tions in the home. The Interoperability Guidelines will be introduced in phases over several
years to accompany the market adoption of usages and the availability of needed technology
and standards.
The Interoperability Guidelines consists of the three parts covering Architecture and Pro-
tocols, Media Formats, and Link Protection. It provides vendors with the information needed
to build interoperable networked platforms and devices for the digital home. The necessary
standards and technologies available now to be built for networked entertainment centric us-
ages. However, standards and technologies need to be clarified and options limited to ensure
interoperability. The DLNA Home Networked Device Interoperability fulfill that role.
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2.2.1 DLNA Home Network Architecture
The Interoperability Guidelines are based on a architecture that defines interoperable
components for devices and software infrastructure. It covers physical media, network trans-
ports, device discovery and control, media management and control, media formats, media
transport protocols, and remote user interfaces. The table 2.3 shows a summary of the key
functional components and technology ingredients that are covered by the Interoperability
Guidelines.
Functional Components Technology Ingredients
Remote User Interfaces CEA-2014-A
Media Transport HTTP (Mandatory) and RTP (Optional)
Media Formats Required and Optional Format Profiles
Media Management and Control UPnP AV and UPnP Printer:1
Device Discovery and Control UPnP Device Architecture v1.0
Networking IPv4 and IPv6 Suite
Connectivity Ethernet, IEEE 802.11, MoCA, Bluetooth
Table 2.3: Key Technology Ingredients
To Achieve interoperability between connected digital media devices in the home, a com-
mon set of building blocks based on existing standards is needed as a basis to develop the
DLNA Home Networked Device Interoperability Guidelines.
Networking and Connectivity
The IPv4 protocol suite is the foundation for networking and connectivity for DLNA
devices in the digital home. IP also provides the underlying network communications for
applications on the Internet. Based on industry-standard specifications from the IETF, IP is
implemented an supported in a wide range of devices. IP has several advantages for use by
DLNA devices:
• IP has demonstrated that it allows applications to run over different network topologies
transparently.
• IP allows connectivity every device in the home to the Internet.
• IP connectivity solutions are widely used and are cost effective. The most common ones
are Ethernet (IEEE 802.3i and IEEE 802.3u) and wireless technologies (IEEE 802.11a,
IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g and IEEE 802.11n) for devices in the home networking
environment, Bluetooth technology is the prevalent wireless technology in use.
Device Discovery and Control
Device discovery and control enables a device on the home network to discover the presence
and capabilities of other devices on the network and collaborate with these devices in a uniform
and consistent manner. The UPnP Device Architecture, version 1.0, addresses all of these
needs and simplifies device discovery and control solution for DLNA devices.
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Media Management
Media management enables devices and applications to identify, manage and distribute
media content across the home network devices. UPnP Audio/Video (AV) and UPnP Printer
technology addresses all these needs for the home network and is the media management
solution for DLNA devices.
The AV architecture defines the interaction model between UPnP AV devices and associ-
ated control point applications. UPnP AV devices and associated control point applications.
UPnP AV devices can instantiate themselves in a variety of form factors, including (but not
limited to) TVs, VCRs, DVD players, Set-Top Boxes, stereo systems, still-images cameras,
portable media players, cell phones and PCs. The UPnP AV Architecture allows devices to
support entertainment content in any media transfer protocol. The UPnP AV specification
defines two types of UPnP devices on the home network: UPnP AV MediaServers and UPnP
AV MediaRenderers. The existence of the UPnP control points that interact with UPnP AV
devices and services is implied.
• Content Directory Service: Exposes the available content.
• Connection Manager Service: Determines how the content can be transferred from the
UPnP AV MediaServer to the UPnP AV MediaRenderer devices.
• AV Transport Service: Controls the flow of the content.
• Rendering Control Service: Controls how the content is played.
Media Formats
Media Formats describe how content is encoded and formatted for transport and rendering
on the home network. The DLNA media format model is intended to achieve a baseline for
network interoperability while encouraging continued innovation in media codec technology.
For each Device Category, the DLNA media format model defines a set of mandatory and
optional media format profiles for each of the three classes of media: imaging, audio and AV.
A media format profile is a set of attributes, parameters and system and compression level
details sufficient to describe the media format of a content binary to enable interoperability
between DLNA devices in each Device Category.
Media Transport
Media Transport defines how content travels across the home network. DLNA devices that
feed media content across the home network must support HTTP as the baseline transport
mechanism for the transfer of content. In addition, the RTP transport can optionally be used
as a media transport; but the mandatory requirements for HTTP must always be supported.
Remote UI
Remote UI defines how UI content is described, formatted and transported from one
device to another over the network. This also includes mechanisms for sending events and UI
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upgrades between differerent device. DLNA adopts CEA-2014-A as the baseline technology
for achieving this.
The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) defined the CEA-2014-A standard which
defines the necessary mechanisms to allow a user interface to be remotely displayed on and
controlled by control points. It is based on the UPnP Device Architecture [21]. The standard
also allows the remote display of user interfaces provided by third party internet services on
UPnP devices in the home, and covers a wide range of UI capabilities for TVs, mobile phones
and portable devices.
Device discovery and control in CEA-2014-A is based on the UPnP Device Architecture
1.0 and hence reuses the DLNA Device Discovery and control guidelines. Transport of UI
content is achieved by using an extended subset of XHTML (called CE-HTML) over HTTP.
2.2.2 DLNA Device Model
These requirements of devices with differing environmental characteristics, such as home
network and mobile handheld devices. Home Network Devices (HNDs) and Mobile Handheld
Devices (MHDs) are Device Categories that have a differing set of requirements in media
formats and network connectivity.
To support interoperability between Home Network Devices and Mobile Handheld Device
it must meet all the requirements for the corresponding Home Network Device. In these cases,
such a device is a member of both the HND and a MHD Device Categories. But in most
cases that may not be feasible, so another way to achieve interoperability is via a group of
devices that will be able to provide bridging or content transformation services between these
two Device Categories. These devices belong to a Device Category referred to as the Home
Infrastructure Device(HID). The following summarizes these devices:
• Bridging network connectivity between the MHD and the HND Device Categories.
• Media format interoperability services between the MHD and the HND Device Cate-
gories.
In summary, the key points about Device Categories:
• Each is uniquely optimized for the requirements of a particular environment.
• The device guidelines focus on interoperability of devices within a Device Category.
• There are guidelines for devices which facilitate interoperability between Device Cate-
gories.
• A device might be a member of multiple Device Categories.
Device Model Elements
DLNA devices have six architectural layers. In summary, they are Media Formats for
describing conformant content, Media Management for describing how content is found and
controlled to achieve different System Usages, Device Discovery and Control for device control,
Media Transport for the transfer of content, Network Stack for IPv4 protocol requirements,
and Network Connectivity for supporting different network physical layers.
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A Device Category is an aggregation of Device Classes with common environmental char-
acteristics and sharing system usages that enables home networking use case scenarios. An
example of a Device Category is a set of Device Classes with system usages that solve re-
quirements in media formats and network connectivity in a home network environment, such
as HND (Home Networked Device). Device Classes are grouped within a Device Category,
but a single physical device may fall into multiple Device Categories.
A System Usage describes a device interaction model between Device Classes and/or
Device Capabilities. System Usages are derived when enabling home networking use case
scenarios.
A Device Class is a set of Device Functions (at least one) aggregated to be used in a
System Usage that enables home networking AV use case scenarios. A Device Class must
provide support for all layers in the DLNA architecture. A Device Class is a certifiable entity
by DLNA and is derived from System Usages. An example of a Device Class is a device with
the role of exposing an distributing content throughout the home such as a ”DMS”. A single
physical device may support multiple Device Classes.
A Device Capability is a set of Device Functions aggregated to be used in a System Usage
that enables home networking AV use case scenarios. A Device Capability does not provide
support for all layers in the DLNA architecture. It typically contains Device Functions at
the Device Discovery and Control, Media Management, and Media Transport layers only. A
Device Capability is not a Device Class and cannot stand alone. It must always be deployed
in conjunction with an implementation of a valid Device Class. A Device Class may already
contain some of the Device Functions required to provide a Device Capability. An example of
a Device Capability is any DLNA device that incorporates the additional feature (capability)
of pushing content to a rendering device, such as a ”Push Controller”.
A Device Function is a non-decomposable operational property. Device Functions should
be supported by an existing standards or specifications. A Device Function usually applies
to a single layer within DLNA architecture. An example of Device Function is an operational
component at the Device Discovery and Control layer of the DLNA architecture, such as an
UPnP Device. Device Classes and Device Capabilities are composed of Device Functions.
Device Functions are the building blocks of DLNA devices.
A Device Option provides optional extensibility to an existing Device Class definition,
such as upload functionality added to a MediaServer Device (MSD), or it provides a new
optional Device Function to the DLNA architecture, such as RTP. A Device Option differs
from a Device Class or Device Capability in that it normally enables a Device Class or Device
Capability to perform an existing System Usage in a different way. In the case where a
Device Option achieves a new System Usage, it adds functionality to an existing Device Class
or Device Capability to support a new interaction such as the System Usage.
Device Functions
The Device Functions below are defined for the DLNA architecture.
• IP Connectivity - Network Connectivity and Network stack. This Incorporates Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3), IEEE 802.11, and/or Bluetooth connectivity and IP networking using the
IPv4 or IPv6 protocol suite.
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• UPnP Device and UPnP Control Point (UPnP CP) - Device Discovery and Control
based upon the UPnP Device Architecture. This incorportates the baseline device
architecture used by all Device Classes and Device Capabilities.
• UPnP AV MediaRenderer Control Point (MRCP), UPnP Printer Device (PrD), and
UPnP Printer Control Point (PrCP) - Media Management. This incorporates the con-
trol functionality that is layered on top a UPnP Device or a UPnP Control Point to fulfill
a role for a Device Class or Device Capability in a System Usage. An MSD provides
methods to access to content. An MSCP is a controller that can browse methods to
access to content. An MSCP is a controller that can browse and select content provided
by an MSD. An MRD provide methods to render content. An MRCP is a controller
that selects the content to be rendered by an MRD. A PrD provides the ability to print
image content. A PrCP is a controller that creates print jobs fos selected content to be
printed by a PrD.
• Remote User Interface (RUI) Server (RUIS), RUI Client (RUIC), RUI Server Control
Point (RUIS-CP), RUI Client Control Point (RUIC-CP), UI Transport Server (UITS),
UI Transport Client (UITC), UI Content and RUI Presenter - Remote User Interfaces.
This incorporates the functionality for control, transport and rendering of remote user
interfaces in the network, as requires by the remote UI related System Usages. A RUIS
provide UPnP device functionality to offer one or more remote user interfaces. A RUIS-
CP is a controller for browsing and selecting a remote UI offered by a RUI server. A
RUIC provides UPnP device functionality for exposing RUI capabilities and handling
RUI actions. A RUIC-CP is a controller for setting up the connection between a RUI
Client and a remote UI offered by a RUI Server. A UI Transport Server and a UI
Transport Client are the device functions for transport of the UI content between a
client and server. A RUI Presenter provides functionality on a RUI client to render and
interact with the remote UI content coming from RUI server.
• Media Transport Server and Media Transport Client - Media Transport. These are
the Device Functions for the transport of the content. The mandatory transport for
content is HTTP which has the components of a HTTP Server and an HTTP Client.
An optional transport for content is RTP which has the components of a RTP Serving
Endpoint and a RTP Receiving Endpoint. RTP is an example of a Device Option which
provides optional extensibility to System Usages utilizing a Media Transport.
• Content - Interoperability Guidelines Media Formats. This document defines the DLNA
mandatory and optional Media Format Profiles for content.
Device Categories
Device categories are a grouping of Device Classes that share common environmental
characteristics (requirements) with System Usages. There were no Device Categories explicitly
defined in version 1.0 of the Interoperability Guidelines, as all of the Device Classes operated
in the same environment. All of the version 1.0 guidelines were defined as if the following
Device Category applied:
• Home Network Devices (HNDs) are group of Device Classes that share System Usages in
the home network with the same media format and network connectivity requirements.
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Also the following two additional Device Categories are defined:
• Mobile Handheld Devices (MHDs) are group of Device Classes that share the same
System Usages as the HND Device Category, but have different requirements for media
format and network connectivity.
• Home Infrastructure Device (HID) supports interoperability between Device Categories.
Device Classes and Roles
In version 1.0 of DLNA, the following two Device Classes were defined to support the
2-Box Pull System Usage for the HND Device Category.
• A Digital Media Server (DMS) with the role of exposing and distributing content.
• Digital Media Player (DMP) with the role of finding content exposed by a DMS and
playing the content locally on the DMP.
In DLNA v1.5, the following three additional Device Classes are defined for the HND
Device Category.
• A Digital Media Renderer (DMR) with the role of playing content it receives after being
setup by another network entity.
• A Digital Media Controller (DMC) with the role of finding content exposed by a DMS
and matching it to the rendering capacities of a DMR and setting up the connections
between the DMS and DMR.
• A Digital Media Printer (DMPr) with the role of printing images.
The following Device Classes are defined for MHD Device Category.
• A Mobile Digital Media Server (M-DMS) with the role of exposing and distributing
content.
• A Mobile Digital Media Player (M-DMP) with the role of finding content exposed by a
M-DMS and playing the content locally on the M-DMP.
• A Mobile Digital Media Uploader (M-DMU) with the role of sending content to an
M-DMS with upload functionality.
• A Mobile Digital Media Downloader (M-DMD) with the role of finding and downloading
content exposed by a M-DMS and playing the content locally on the M-DMD after
downloading.
• A Mobile Digital Media Controller (M-DMC) with the role of finding content exposed
by an M-DMS and matching it to the rendering capabilities of a DMR and setting up
the connections between the server and renderer.
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Many of these mobile Device Classes have counterparts in the HND Device Category;
however, they differ from their counterpart at the network connectivity layer and at the
media format layer in the DLNA architecture. For example, a M-DMC may be connected via
mobile specific network connectivity while a DMC must meet the HND network connectivity
requirements. This should not be taken to imply that MHD and HND devices cannot interact
directly. The discussion above and in the definition of terms of the MHD and HND Device
Classes, mobile Device Classes interact with other mobile Device Classes, such as a M-DMP
interacting with a M-DMS. However, if the mobile and home devices have compatible network
connectivity, and can exchange compatible media format profiles, nothing on these statements
should be taken to imply that a M-DMP cannot directly connect to a DMS to complete a
system usage. In order to allow HND and MHD devices to interact even with different network
and media format profile capabilities, DLNA define infrastructure devices of the HID device
category that support interconnecting HND and MHD devices. The following Device Classes
are defined within the HID Device Category:
• A Mobile Network Connectivity Function (M NCF) with the role of providing a bridging
function between the MHD network connectivity and the HND network connectivity.
A M NCF also provides support for security and power saving modes. If a device in
the MHD Device Category has only mobile specific network connectivity, it connects
to home network via a M NCF. A device in the MHD Device Category with HND
compatible network connectivity can connect to the home network directly.
• A Media Interoperability Unit (MIU) with the role of providing content transformation
between required media formats for the HND Device Category and the MHD Device
Category. If a connected device in the MHD Device Category and a device in the HND
Device Category have compatible media capabilities, they can interoperate directly
without the need of a MIU. If they have different media capabilities, the MIU can be
used to provide media interoperability.
Device Capabilities and Roles
DLNA defined the following Device Capabilities.
• A Push Controller (+PU+) with the role of pushing its local content to a DMR.
• A Printing Controller (+PR1+) with the role of controlling a DMPr to print image con-
tent. A +PR1+ is also responsible for serving the image content and the XHTMI: Print
document to the DMPr. A Printing Controller-2 (+PR2+) with the role of controlling
a DMPr to print image content. Although a +PR2+ is not responsible for serving the
image content, it is responsible for finding the image content on a DMS or M-DMS,
providing the XHTMI: Print document to the DMPr, and instructing the DMPr to
print the images from the DMS or M-DMS.
• An Upload Controller (+UP+) with the role of sending content to a DMS or M-DMS
with upload functionality. A Download Controller (+DN+) with the role of downloading
content from a DMS or M-DMS to itself.
• An Upload Synchronization Controller (+UPSYNC+) with the role of keeping locally
changing content synchronized with a DMS or M-DMS supporting the Content Syn-
chronization Device Option.
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• A Download Synchronization Controller (+DNSYNC+) with the role of keeping re-
motely changing content synchronized with the local system. The remotely changing
content must be located on a DMS or M-DMS supporting the Content Synchronization
Device Option.
• A RUI Pull Controller (+RUIPL+) with the role of finding and loading remote UI
content exposed by a +RUISRC+ capability and rendering and interacting with the UI
content.
• A RUI Source capability (+RUISRC+) with the role of exposing and sourcing UI con-
tent.
• A RUI Sink capability (+RUISINK+) with the role of exposing remote UI functionality
and rendering UI content it receives from a +RUISRC+ capability. A RUI Controller
(+RUICTRL+) with the role of finding +RUISRC+ and +RUISINK+ capabilities,
finding matching Uls, and setting up the connection between the +RUISINK+ and
+RUISRC+.
System Usages
In describing the flow of content in the System Usages, the terms push and pull are used.
The terms push and pull are used in System Usages to characterize the user’s perception of
the source or sink location in the process of content transfer. That is, pull means that the
content is traveling to the user, while push means that the content is traveling from the user.
This perception is not a reflection of the technical underling transport mechanism utilized to
perform the transfer of the content from the source to the sink (Example: HTTP and RTP).
DLNA defined the following seven System Usages that map to all of the use case scenarios
being enabled by the detailed guidelines.
• 2-Box Pull System Usage. This usage involves a user at a DMP or a M-DMP, which
enables the user to find and play content that is advertised and distributed by a OMS
or M-DMS.
• 2-Box Push System Usage. This usage involves a user at a Push Controller, which
enables the user to distribute content to a DMR for playback purposes.
• 3-Box System Usage. This usage involves a user at a DMC or a M-DMC, which enables
the user to find content on a OMS that in turn will be played on a user selected DMR.
• 2-Box Printing System Usage. This usage involves a user at a Printing Controller-1,
which enables the user to set up image print tasks with a DMPr.
• 3-Box Printing System Usage. This usage involves a user at a Printing Controller-2,
which enables the user to find images on a OMS or M-DMS and then set up a print
tasks with a DMPr.
• Download System Usage. This usage involves a user at a Download Controller or a
M-DMD, which enables the user to download content from a OMS or a M-DMS so that
the Download Controller or the M-DMD has its own copy.
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• Upload System Usage. This usage involves a user at an Upload Controller or a M-DMU,
which enables the user to send content to a OMS or a M-DMS with the Upload Device
Option so that the OMS or the M-DMS can distribute the content to other endpoints.
• Upload Synchronization System Usage. This usage involves a user at an Upload Syn-
chronization Controller, which enables the user to reflect any changes to the local store
of content into a OMS or a M-DMS with the Content Synchronization Device Option
so that the DMS or the M-DMS can receive and distribute the new or changed content
to other endpoints.
• Download Synchronization System Usage. This usage involves a user at a Download
Synchronization Controller, which enables the user to obtain any changes to the store of
content on a DMS or a M-DMS supporting the Content Synchronization Device Option.
• 2 Box RUI Pull with/without AN System Usage. This usage involves a user at a
RUI Pull Controller (+RUIPL+), which enables a userto find and interact with a user
interface that is offered by a RUI Source (+RUISRC+), but which is rendered by the
RUI Pull Controller. A user interface may control the content that may be rendered
inside the user interface.
• 3 Box UI only System Usage. This usage involves a user at a RUI Controller (+RUIC-
TRL+), which enables a userto set up a remote UI connection between a RUI Sink
(+RUISINK+) and a remote UI offered by a RUI Source (+RUISRC+). This system
usage does not include control of AN content that is rendered inside the user interface.
• 3 Box UI WITh AN System Usage. This usage involves a user at a RUI Controller
(+RUICTRL+), which enables a user to set up a remote UI connection between a
RUI Sink (+RUISINK+) and a remote UI offered by a RUI Source (+RUISRC+), that
includes control of AN content that is rendered inside the user interface.
In System Usages, devices in the MHD and HND Device Categories can achieve interop-
erability by utilizing a MIU with the responsibility for media format level conversions, and/or
a M-NCF for bridging the networking connectivity layers between the two Device Categories.
All of these System Usages imply HTTP as the mandatory media transport and other optional
media transports, such as RTP, can be substituted.
2-Box Pull System Usage
The 2-Box Pull System Usage pulls DLNA compliant content from a media server
(DMS/M-DMS) to be rendered locally by the device pulling the content (DMP, M-DMP).
The user perspective is that content is being pulled to the DMP or the M-DMP for immediate
rendering on the device. The user is browsing and selecting content on the DMS or the M-
DMS. This usage between a DMS and a DMP was the only System Usage supported in the
v1.0 of DLNA. Note that the rendering function is not exposed onto the network in a DMP or
a M-DMP implementation. Also note that in all of the following System Usage diagrams, the
Media Transport Client/Server are for the media transport layer only. The UPnP Device/CP
has HTTP functions independent of the media transport layer and is implied as being part
of the UPnP Device/CP Device Functions. The following steps are performed in this System
Usage:
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• Invoke UPnP actions to browse and select content.
• Request the content for playback.
• Transport the content to the DMP or the M-DMP.
3-Box System Usage
The 3-Box System Usage uses a device controller (DMC/M-DMC) to browse content on
a media server (DMS/M-DMS) and to select a rendering device (DMR) to play the selected
content. The DMC or the M-DMC is responsible for making sure a DMR can render the
selected DLNA content. The following steps are performed in this System Usage:
• Invoke UPnP actions to browse and select content.
• Invoke UPnP actions to verify that the DMR has the capability to render the selected
content and then set up a connection for the selected content between the DMR and
the DMS or the M-DMS.
• Request the content for playback.
• Transport the content to the DMR.
Interoperability Usage
For the DLNA v1.0, only DMS and DMP were applicable. For DLNA v1.5, three new
Device Classes are defined in addition to the two above for the HND Device Category. They
are a DMC, DMR, and DMPr. The MHD Device Category with five new Device Classes is
introduced in DLNA v1.5 along with the two Device Classes of the HID Device Category. Ta-
ble 2.4 summarizes all of the Device Classes in the HND Device Category and the mnemonics.
Table 2.5 summarizes all of the Device Capabilities that can be deployed with any Device
Class and the mnemonics. Table 2.6 summarizes all of the Device Classes in the MHD Device
Category and the mnemonics used for these Device Classes. Table 2.7 contains the Device
Classes in the HID Device Categories and the mnemonics used for these Device Classes.
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V1.0 Device Classes
DMS (Dig-
ital Media
Server)
MSD Media
Transport
Server
Serves up
media
DMP, DMC,
DMR,
DMPr,
other end
point swith
+UP+,
+DN+, or
+PR2+
capabilities
M-DMP,
M-DMC,
M-DMD,
M-DMU
DMP (Dig-
ital Media
Player)
MSCP Media
Transport
Client
Selects, con-
trols and
renders the
selected
media
DMS M-DMS
Device Classes new to V1.5
DMC (Dig-
ital Media
Controller)
MSCP
MRCP
n/a Controls
the content
selection and
rendering
between
networked
devices
DMS, DMR M-DMS
DMR (Dig-
ital Media
Renderer)
MRD Media
Transport
Client
Renders con-
tent
DMC, DMS,
other end-
points with
+PU+
capabilities
M-DMC, M-
DMS
DMPr (Dig-
ital Media
Printer)
PrD Media
Transport
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Table 2.4: DLNA Device Classes in the HND Device Category
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Push Con-
troller
+PU+ Any MRCP Media
Transport
Server
DMR n/a
Printing
Controller-
1
+PR1+ Any PrCP Media
Transport
Server
DMPr n/a
Printing
Controller-
2
+PR2+ Any PrCP
MSCP
Media
Transport
Server
DMPr,
DMS
M-DMS
Download
Controller
+DN+ Any MSCP Media
Transport
Client
DMS M-DMS
Upload
Controller
+UP+ Any MSCP Media
Transport
Client
DMS M-DMS
Upload
Synchro-
nization
Controller
+UPSYNC+ Any MSCP Media
Transport
Client
DMS M-DMS
Download
Synchro-
nization
Controller
+DNSYNC+ Any MSCP Media
Transport
Client
DMS M-DMS
RUI Pull
Controller
+RUIPL+ Any n/a n/a +RUISRC+ n/a
RUI Source
Capability
+RUISRC+ Any n/a n/a +RUIPL+
+RUISYNC+
+RUICTRL+
n/a
RUI Sink
Capability
+RUISINK+ Any n/a n/a +RUISRC+
+RUICTRL+
n/a
RUI Con-
troller
+RUICTRL+ Any n/a n/a +RUISRC+
+RUISYNK+
n/a
Table 2.5: DLNA Device Capabilities
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V1.0 Device Classes
M-DMP
(Mobile
Media
Player)
MSCP Media
Transport
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and renders the
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M-DMS DMS
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M-DMS
(Mobile
Digital
Media
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MSD Media
Transport
Server
Serves up media M-DMP,
M-DMC,
M-DMD,
M-DMU
DMP, DMC,
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M-DMC
(Mobile
Media
Con-
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MSCP
MRCP
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and rendering be-
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devices
M-DMS,
DMR
DMS
M-DMU
(Mobile
Media
Uploader)
MSCP Media
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Uploads the se-
lected media to
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M-DMS DMS
M-DMD
(Mobile
Media
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loader)
MSCP Media
Transport
Client
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downloads the se-
lected media
M-DMS DMS
Table 2.6: DLNA Device Classes in the MHD Device Category
Due to the differences in the Media Format Profile support and network connectivity
requirements, the interoperability for Device Classes is only assured within a Device Category.
To extend interoperability for the Device Classes in the MHD Device Category throughout
the home network, including the Device Classes in the HND Device Category, a special Device
Category named Home Infrastructure Device (HID) is defined.
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The HID Device Category ensures interoperability between devices of different categories
and ensures interoperability between the Device Classes and capabilities and the devices listed
in the final two columns in the above tables. Summarizing all of the Device Classes in the
HID Device Category.
DLNA Device
Class
Media
Management
Components
Media
Transport
Components
Functional Description
M-NCF (Mobile
Network Connec-
tivity Function)
n/a n/a Provides a network connectiv-
ity bridge between devices in
the HND and MHD Device
Categories
MIU (Media
Interoperability
Unit)
MSD, MRD,
MSCP, MRCP
Media Transport
Server, Media
Transport Client
Provides virtual services for
content transformation be-
tween required media formats
for devices in the HND and
MHD Device Categories
Table 2.7: DLNA Device Classes in the MHD Device Category
2.2.3 DlNA XML Namespaces and Schemas
The DLNA make numerous references to XML elements and attributes that are defined for
DLNA Device Classes and Device Capabilities. However, these namespaces are intentionally
not defined through a formal DLNA XML schema. This allows the DLNA to define new XML
elements and attributes in the future, without having to define a new namespace or schema
definition. DLNA Devices Classes and Device Capabilities are expected to exhibit tolerant
behavior when encountering XML elements or attributes that are defined in the future. The
following table 2.8 lists the namespace values that are used by DLNA and the context for
their usage.
Namespace value Usage Context
urn:schemas-dlna-org:device-1-0 Used for XML elements and attributes defined by
DLNA for use in UPnP device description files.
urn:schemas-dlna-org:metadata-1-0/ Used for XML elements and attributes defined by
DLNA for use in DIDL-Lite documents and frag-
ments.
Table 2.8: DLNA Namespace Values
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2.3 DLNA Media Format Profiles
This section provides a comprehensive list of all media format profiles defined until now.
The description includes the Profile ID values as well as a brief summary of features and
usage scenarios. Content objects exchanged according to the DLNA Home Network Device
Interoperability guidelines [18] belong to one of the following media classes: image, audio, and
AV. Each media Class typically includes multiple Media Formats, and each Media Format
can be instantiated according to multiple Media Format Profiles. This document defines the
particular Media Format Profiles based on strict selection of format parameters and features.
Each Media Class typically includes multiple Formats, and each Format can be instantiated
according to multiple Media Format Profiles. This document also contains Media Format
Profiles for media collections and printer XHTML documents. These profiles do not map into
any of these media classes.
The DLNA Media Profiles can be summarized in 4 classes: Image, Audio, AV and others.
The DLNA Standard Image Class has JPEG Profile, PNG Profiles and GIF Profiles. The
DLNA Standard Audio Class has AC-3 Profiles, AMR Profiles, ATRAC3plus Profiles, LPCM
Profiles, MP3 Profiles, MPEG-4 Profiles, WMA Profiles, DTS Digital Surround Profiles,
DTS-HD Profiles, Enhanced AC-3 Profiles, MLP Profiles and MPEG-l/2 Profiles. The DLNA
Standard AV Class has MPEG-1 Profiles, MPEG-2 Profiles, MPEG-4 Part 2 Profiles, MPEG-
4 Part 10 (AVC) Profiles, WMV9 Profiles and VC-1 Profiles. The DLNA Standard also has
other Profiles for Media Collection Profiles and Printer XHTML Document Profiles
Profile Summary Table Header
• Profile ID: Profiles are identified by an alphanumeric token that is known as the Profile
10. This parameter is used by DLNA specifications and implementations whenever
devices need to advertise or reference a content item of a particular profile. This Section
provides a comprehensive list of media format profiles, it describes their main features
and some the strict specifications that define each of the mandatory profiles.
• Description: A description of the Profile.
• MIME Type: The MIME Type to be utilized along with the DLNA Profile ID. Note
that the MIME types defined for each of the profiles are always not case-sensitive.
• Label: A Categorization Label which helps identify related Profile IDs.
• Usage Scenarios: The rightmost column in the profile tables presented below describes
existing and developing applicability scenarios for each of the DLNA media format pro-
files. The description in this column should be considered complementary information
on each profile. It is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all potential usage or
applicability scenarios. In fact, many other usage scenarios may become applicable in
the near future due to the emergence of new standards, new products, and new trends.
In this column, the text in bold indicates applications or services whereas the text in
italics indicates devices.
2.3.1 Categorization Labels
The tables for DLNA media format profiles presented in this section include a column
called ”Label.” Table 2.9 defines the meaning of these labels. Three audio labels, two image
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labels, and five video labels have been defined to provide guidance on the expected com-
plexity level of each of the defined format profiles. The audio labels differentiate between
single-channel, 2-channel and multi-channel scenarios. The video labels differentiate in terms
of resolution; ranging from QCIF to High Definition (HD) scenarios. The image labels differ-
entiate in terms of the purpose of usage. For a given audio or AV profile, the label indicates
the most complex scenario. Readers should notice that any given profile typically defines a
range of scenarios, of which only the most complex is typically indicated by the label.
Label
name
Definition
mono Single channel audio application scenarios (speech)
2 ch 2-channel audio application scenarios
multi Multi-channel audio application scenarios
QCIF15 low resolution A/V application scenarios
CIF15 medium resolution A/V application scenarios with lower frame rates
CIF30 medium resolution A/V application scenarios
SD standard resolution A/V application scenarios
HD high resolution A/V application scenarios
picture image objects of different sizes used as content items
icon image objects of different sizes used only for icon or thumbnail representations
Table 2.9: Categorization Labels
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2.3.2 Image Class
The DLNA Standard Image Class has JPEG Profile, PNG Profiles and GIF Profiles. Since
JPEG is the most used profile in our homes we will describe this profile as an example. The
Mandatory Image Media Profile for devices HND or MHD is JPEG SM.
Profile ID Description MIME
Type
Label Usage Scenarios
JPEG SM
Profile for
image media
class con-
tent of small
resolution
image/jpeg picture A profile used by multi-
ple types of devices (cam-
eras,cell phones,PCs) to rep-
resent small images in com-
pressed format.
JPEG MED Profile for
image media
class content
of medium
resolution
image/jpeg picture A profile used by multi-
ple types of devices (cam-
eras,cell phones,PCs) to rep-
resent medium images in
compressed format.
JPEG LRG Profile for
image media
class con-
tent of high
resolution
image/jpeg picture A profile used by multi-
ple types of devices (cam-
eras,cell phones,PCs) to rep-
resent large images in com-
pressed format.
JPEG TN Profile for
image for
thumbnails
image/jpeg icon An image profile for im-
ages in thumbnail resolu-
tions used to provide a com-
pact visual representation of
other media objects using
JPEG encoding. This pro-
file is used by multiple types
of devices.
JPEG SM ICO Profile for
small icons
image/jpeg icon A profile used to represent
small icons using JPEG im-
age coding. This icon profile
is used by multiple types of
devices for UPnP device de-
scriptions.
JPEG LRG ICO Profile for
large icons
image/jpeg icon A profile used to represent
large icons using JPEG im-
age coding. This icon profile
is used by multiple types of
devices for UPnP device de-
scriptions.
Table 2.10: JPEG Profiles
All Media Format Profiles have very strict rules or requirements. The requirements can
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be colors, resolutions, bitrates and more. Since JPEG SM is the mandatory image class
media format profile, a summary of this requirements will be displayed below. Most of the
requirements were defined by other standard created for the media format.
The DLNA JPEG SM must comply with the following requirements.
• File Format: - EXIF Ver.1.x or later - JFIF 1.02
• Image compression: The primary image data compression (even in JFIF or EXIF l.x
file format) must be conformant to EXIF.
Maximum Resolution: The resolution of the image must not exceed 640 pixels in
the ImageWidth field and must not exceed 480 pixels in the ImageHeight field.
Huffman table: The typical Huffman table defined by JPEG standard Color space:
- sRGB - Uncalibrated color space.
The constraints to JPEG compression are equivalent to those of Design rule for Camera
File system (DCF).
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2.3.3 Audio Class
The DLNA Standard Audio Class has AC-3 Profiles, AMR Profiles, ATRAC3plus Pro-
files, LPCM Profiles, MP3 Profiles, MPEG-4 Profiles, WMA Profiles, DTS Digital Surround
Profiles, DTS-HD Profiles, Enhanced AC-3 Profiles, MLP Profiles and MPEG-l/2 Profiles.
Since MP3 and LPCM are the mandatory profiles we will describe these profiles as an exam-
ple. For HND devices the mandatory profile are LPCM and for MHD is AAC ISO 320 and
MP3.
Profile ID Description MIME
Type
Label Usage Scenarios
LPCM
Profile for
audio media
class content
audio/16 2-ch A used for creating recordings
of Radio Broadcasts and User
Creates Audio Content. This
Profile is supported by CD
players, audio systems, and
PCs.
LPCM low Profile for
audio media
class content
audio/16 2-ch A used for creating recordings
of Radio Broadcasts and User
Creates Audio Content. This
Profile is supported by CD
players, audio systems, and
PCs.
LPCM MP S Profile for
audio media
class content
with up to 7.1
channels
audio/16 multi A Profile utilized to create
recordings of Personal Con-
tent. This Profile is supported
by TVs, Home Theatre Sys-
tems and PCs.
Table 2.11: LPCM Profiles
The media format profile AAC ISO 320 is part of MPEG-4 Profiles for audio class. Since
audio class have a big quantity of profiles the next table 2.13 will have only the mandatory
profile AAC ISO 320.
Since LPCM low is the mandatory audio class media format profile for HND and the
format used on our audio CD’s a summary of this requirements will be displayed here.
The LPCM Media Format Profiles must comply with the following requirements:
• Sampling Rates: 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz.
• Content audio channel modes: Mono, Stereo.
• Quantization: 16 bit.
• The Transport Alignment Position for bitstreams conformant to this profile must be the
sample boundary. For monaural streams this is a 16-bit sample, and for stereo streams
this is a pair of 16-bit samples, one for each channel.
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Profile ID Description MIME
Type
Label Usage Scenarios
MP3
Profile for media class
content
audio/mpeg 2-ch A profile used for creat-
ing recording of music
and voice for storage on
devices and for Inter-
net transmission. This
profile is supported by
Personal Audio Con-
tent, and Internet Ra-
dio Broadcasting.
MP3X Profile for MP3 au-
dio media class con-
tent with extensions for
lower sampling rates
and bitrates
audio/mpeg 2-ch A profile used for creat-
ing recordings of Radio
Broadcast and Ripping
CD Audio Content, and
Internet Radio Broad-
casting. This profile is
supported by Personal
Audio Players, Cellular
Phones, and PCs.
Table 2.12: MP3 Profiles
Profile ID Description MIME
Type
Label Usage Scenarios
AAC ISO 320 Profile for
audio media
class content
audio/mp4
audio/3gpp
2-ch A Profile used for creating
recordings of radio broadcasts
and user created audio content
and for digital radio broad-
casting. This profile is sup-
ported by cellular phones. A
related format profile is op-
tional in 3gpp.
Table 2.13: AAC ISO 320 Profiles
• MIME type ”audio/L 16” must be used for this Media Format Profile. The ”channels”
parameter should be included in MIME type header exposed by a Serving Endpoint.
The value of the ”channels” parameter directly corresponds to the number of channels
of the core LPCM stream, i.e. either 1 for Mono or 2 for Stereo. If a MIME type
Serving Endpoint does not include the ”channels” parameter in a content description,
the default value assumed by the Rendering Endpoint must be 1. The ”rate” parameter
must be included in MIME type header exposed by the Serving Endpoint.
• Rendering Endpoints compliant with this DLNA media format profile must also be able
to render content indicating: LPCM and LPCM low.
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• A bitstream conformant with this profile must follow the transport and signaling re-
quirements for MPEG Surround as Buried Data in a PCM bitstream.
The DLNA LPCM low audio format profile must conform to the all aspects of the LPCM
profile except the following one:
• Sampling Rates: 8 kHz, 11.025 kHz, 12 kHz, 16 kHz, 22.05 kHz, 24kHz, 32 kHz.
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2.3.4 AV Class
The DLNA Standard AV Class has MPEG-1 Profiles, MPEG-2 Profiles, MPEG-4 Part 2
Profiles, MPEG-4 Part 10 (AVC) Profiles, WMV9 Profiles and VC-1 Profiles.
A number of the media format profiles refer to the TV systems: PAL and NTSC. We do
not refer to the analog part of the respective TV system, but only to the related relevant
digital encoding characteristics like frame rates, frame resolutions, etc. For example:
1. ”TV System PAL” in the DLNA context refers to 25 Hz video frame rate.
2. ”TV System NTSC” in the DLNA context refers to 29.97 Hz video frame rate.
Since HND mandatory profiles are part of MPEG-2 profiles we will describe this profile
as an example. Table 2.14represents only the MPEG-2 mandatory profiles because MPEG-2
group has dozens of profiles.
The mandatory media profile for MHD is AVC MP4 BL CIF15 AAC 520 which is part
of MPEG-4 Part 10 profiles. The Table 2.15 will be limited to the mandatory MPEG-4 Part
10 profile for the same reasons as MPEG-2 profiles.
The Europe Mandatory Audio Media Profile for devices HND is MPEG PS PAL and
MPEG TS SD EU and MPEG TS SD EU T and MPEG TS SD EU ISO, for MHD is
AVC MP4 BL CIF15 AAC 520.
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Profile ID Description MIME Type Label Usage Scenarios
MPEG PS PAL
Profile for
PAL format-
ted AV class
media
video/mpeg SD A Profile used to create
recordings of Broadcast TV
and for content storage in
DVDs. This profile is sup-
ported by DVD players and
PCs.
MPEG TS
SD EU
European
region profile
for Standard
Definition AV
class utilizing
a DLNA
Transport
Packet with
zero value
timestamp
video/vnd.dlna.
.mpeg-tts
SD A Profile derived from digi-
tal television broadcasting,
and also used for storing
digital video streams. This
Profile applies to DVB (ter-
restrial,cable and satellite)
systems. It is supported by
DTVs, STBs and PCs with
DTV tuner cards.
MPEG TS
SD EU T
European
region profile
for Standard
Definition
AV class
utilizing a
DLNA Trans-
port Packet
with a valid
non-zero
timestamp
video/vnd.dlna.
.mpeg-tts
SD A Profile derived from digi-
tal television broadcasting,
and also used for storing
digital video streams. This
Profile applies to DVB (ter-
restrial,cable and satellite)
systems. It is supported by
DTVs, STBs and PCs with
DTV tuner cards.
MPEG TS
SD EU ISO
European
region profile
for Standard
Definition
AV class
utilizing a
DLNA Trans-
port Packet
without
Timestamp
field
video/mpeg SD A Profile derived from digi-
tal television broadcasting,
and also used for storing
digital video streams. This
Profile applies to DVB (ter-
restrial,cable and satellite)
systems. It is supported by
DTVs, STBs and PCs with
DTV tuner cards.
Table 2.14: Mandatory EU MPEG-2 Profiles for HND
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Profile ID Description MIME Type Label Usage Scenarios
AVC MP4 BL
CIF15 AAC 520
AVC
wrapped
in MP4 base-
line profile
CIF15 with
AAC LC
audio
video/mp4 CIF15 THIS Profile used for
Broadcast services, Mobile
services (for example
3GPP services), and
Commercial A/V content
services and to create
recordings of Personal
Content with a Mobile
Recording Device. This
profile is supported by
all devices in the MHD
category that implement
the AV Media Class.
Table 2.15: Mandatory AV Profile for MHD
MPEG-2 AV Format Requirements:
• MPEG-2 AV Format: Program Stream Profiling. The Program Streams (PS) must be
profiled according to the video format-specific guideline requirements and at least one
of the following audio profile parameters: LPCM and MPEG Audio Layer.
• Rendering Endpoints must render the MPEG-2 Program Stream (PS) profiled according
to all video format-specific profile parameter sets and all audio portion profiles (LPCM,
MPEG-1/2-Layer 2, and AC-3).
• TV system (NTSC or PAL): Either NTSC or PAL may be supported. MPEG-2 L2
extension stream. A bitstream conformant to DLNA v1.5 may contain multichannel
audio information in the extension stream.
• Program Stream Profiling: The PS bit stream must consist of a sequence of MPEG-2
Packs, each of which may carry audio, video, or other data.
• PS Stream and Substream IDs: A bitstream compliant with these profiles must utilize
the stream id and sub stream id field to identify video and audio elementary streams.
• Program Stream Structure: Data Packs. A bitstream compliant with these profiles may
have RDI and subpicture packs in agreement to the provisions.
• Program Stream Structure: Private Packs. A bitstream compliant with these profiles
may contain additional private packs recognized by the use of private ”stream id” and/or
”substream id” values. This entry clarifies that proprietary information may exist in
the stream. It recommends the preferred MPEG-2 method to add private information
without overloading streamjd values. A bitstream compliant with these profiles should
contain private packs that use the stream id extensions defined in to avoid potential
conflicts with future usage of stream id and substream id fields.
• Mandatory Transport Alignment Position for bitstreams conformant to these profiles
must be the MPEG-2 pack boundary.
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• Recommended Decoder Friendly Alignment Position: The Decoder Friendly Alignment
Element for bitstreams conformant with these profiles should be the MPEG-2 GOP
boundary. This entry clarifies the transport alignment of MPEG-2 Program Streams
when a Time Seek is performed.
• PS Best Effort Source Streams: Elementary Streams at the Serving Endpoint prior to
transmission must conform to the constraints imposed by the Buffer Reference Models
defined in.
• PS Best Effort Destination Streams: On arrival, Rendering Endpoints may reconstruct
the original program multiplex typically using buffers that compensate for network
jitter, delays, etc. The rate for the program multiplex must be obtained from the
program mux rate field of a pack header. The reconstruction process is implementation-
dependent, This statement says that Rendering Endpoints will rely on the information
from one particular field to reconstruct the program mux before decoding.
• MIME Type Definition: MIME type ”video/mpeg” must be used for these Media For-
mat Profiles.
• Usage of Profile IDs: The following Profile ID values must be used for this media format.
If the TV System is NTSC: DLNA profile=MPEG PS NTSC If the TV System is PAL:
DLNA profile=MPEG PS PAL If the TV system supports both NTSC and PAL, it can
be exposed using both MPEG PS NTSC and MPEG PS PAL DLNA profiles.
• Video Elementary Stream must match the provisions about MPEG-2 Video Stream.
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2.3.5 Media Interoperability
In order to provide a media interoperability model between various types of DLNA devices,
DLNA media format profiles are classified into mandatory and optional. Media format profiles
are mandatory or optional for a given Device Category. This subsection defines conditions for
overall interoperability. Within one of the DLNA Device Categories, a Content Receiver that
supports a given Media Class has to support all mandatory media format profiling for that
Media Class in the corresponding Device Category. However, such device could implement
additional partial profiling of another Media Class. Such a partial profiling can include
just a subset of mandatory format profiles or just a subset of profile parameter sets. Such
device would not be able to claim support for that additional Media Class. For example, a
DLNA Rendering Endpoint in the HND category that supports an Audio Media Class has to
implement all mandatory guidelines for LPCM, but could also provide support for rendering
video profiled by an optional AV media class format profile (for example, MPEG TS SD EU -
profiled video). Each Media Format Profile is described using a ”Profile ID” text token. This
text token is always exposed as one of the parameters associated with any content resource in
the network. The Profile ID uniquely identifies the characteristics of a Media Format Profile.
This work will be focus only on mandatory guideline requirements.
Rendering Endpoints
Rendering Endpoints (DMP DMR DMPr M-DMP M-DMD) of a DLNA Device Category
that claim to support a particular DLNA Media Class must be capable of decoding and
rendering all mandatory DLNA media format profiles for that Media Class and that DLNA
Device Category.
Examples when this is not required:
• A Rendering Endpoint designed to support only the DLNA Audio Media Class for the
Device Category of Home Network Devices (HND) is not required to support mandatory
DLNA AV media format profiles,
• The same Rendering Endpoint is not required to support mandatory audio profiles for
a different Device Category.
Rendering Endpoints that claim to decode content identified with a particular Profile ID
must be capable of rendering any of the defined Profile Parameter Sets of such Profile ID
Audio Rendering Requirements: Rendering Endpoints that support DLNA Media For-
mat Profiles with multichannel, stereo, or mono audio parameter sets must be capable of
rendering the audio bit-stream by outputting all of the channels or converting all multi-
channel, stereo, or mono information into an implementation-dependent single-channel audio
output at a minimum.
Serving Endpoints
Serving Endpoints (DMS M-DMS) of a DLNA Device Category that claim to support a
particular DLNA Media Class must be capable of exposing at least one of the mandatory
DLNA media format profiles for that Media Class and that DLNA Device Category.
Examples of compliant Serving Endpoint implementations include:
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• A Serving Endpoint implementation on a PC belonging to the HND category that allows
the user, or application, acting on the user’s behalf to provide content in at least one of
the mandatory DLNA media format profiles for the media classes the Serving Endpoint
implementation claims to support in the HND category. The content can be exposed
and transferred by the Serving Endpoint implementation to other DLNA devices.
• A Serving Endpoint device that allows the encoding of content to be user selectable in
at least one of the mandatory DLNA media format profiles of the corresponding device
category for the DLNA media classes it claims to support. A Digital Video Recorder
might by default support MPEG-4 encoding of captured video content, but either con-
verts it to a mandatory DLNA AV media format profile for on-demand streaming to
DLNA devices or else allows the user to change the content capture encoding to a
mandatory DLNA AV media format profile. Such a device would also be compliant if
the user can insert a memory card into it with content in a mandatory DLNA AV media
format profile. Then the device is able to expose and transfer it to other DLNA devices.
• A Serving Endpoint which is not capable of storing files in a mandatory format profile
of its device category, but can provide a transcoded version of some items originally
stored in an optional profile, when the transcoded version is in the mandatory profile
for its device category.
Serving Endpoints that expose content identified with a particular Profile ID must use
one of the permitted Profile Parameter Sets of such Profile ID
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Mandatory Profile Guidelines
Media Class Profile ID Device Category
Image JPEG SM All HND and All MHD
Audio LPCM All HND
Audio AAC ISO 320 and MP3 All MHD
AV Defined in Table 2.17 All HND
AV AVC MP4 BL CIF15 AAC 520 All MHD
Table 2.16: Mandatory Profile Guidelines
Device
Class
Japan US Korea EU
DMS MPEG PS NTSC
or
MPEG TS JP T
MPEG PS NTSC or
MPEG TS SD NA or
MPEG TS SD NA T or
MPEG TS SD NA ISO
MPEG PS NTSC or
MPEG TS SD KO or
MPEG TS SD KO T or
MPEG TS SD KO ISO
MPEG PS PAL or
MPEG TS SD EU or
MPEG TS SD EU T or
MPEG TS SD EU ISO
DMP
DMR
MPEG PS NTSC
and
MPEG TS JP T
MPEG PS NTSC and
MPEG TS SD NA and
MPEG TS SD NA T
and
MPEG TS SD NA ISO
MPEG PS NTSC and
MPEG TS SD KO and
MPEG TS SD KO T
and
MPEG TS SD KO ISO
MPEG PS PAL and
MPEG TS SD EU and
MPEG TS SD EU T
and
MPEG TS SD EU ISO
Table 2.17: Required AV Media Format Profiles for the HND Device Category
Mandatory Print Format Profile for DMPr Device Class
A Printing Device must be able to correctly print a XHTML document that conforms
to the XHTML Baseline profile, regardless of whether the RANGE header is supported by
any of the images referenced in the XHTML document. A Printing Device must be able to
correctly print a XHTML document that conforms to the XHTML PT profile if the RANGE
header is supported by all of the images referenced in the XHTML document.
2.3.6 DLNA ProtocolInfo Parameters
In this Section we describe the Media Format Profiles of DLNA.
But where to use the Media Format Profiles? DLNA defines parameters to use in the
Additional Info field of the Protocol Info from Connection Manager service. The most impor-
tant parameter, wich is mandatory, is PN (Profile Name) and is used to represent the media
format profiles supported by the device.
The ConnectionManager service must list all the of protocollnfo values supported by
the device for protocollnfo values that share the same values in the first three fields, and
the same pn-param (DLNA.ORG PN) value in the fourth field. Since the pn-param have
different values for all media format profiles the ConnectionManager service must list only
one protocollnfo value to represent all such profiles.
The first three fields of the listed protocollnfo value must be identical to the first three
fields of the individual protocollnfo values. The pn-param (DLNA.ORG PN) value in the
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fourth field must be identical to the pn-param (DLNA.ORG PN) value in the fourth fields of
these protocollnfo values.
The pn-value must identify the DLNA media format profile ID that is applicable for the
context of the protocollnfo.
Additional parameters can be used in the Additional Info field but must follow this order:
pn-param, op-param, ps-param, ci-param, flags-param, maxsp-param and (other-
param)
An example of a Protocol Info would be:
http-get:*:video/mpeg:DLNA.ORG PN=MPEG PS PAL;DLNA.ORG OP=O1;
DLNA.ORG FLAGS=BD100000000000000000000000000000
OP-param: The op-value is a string composed of two (binary) characters : a-val and
b-val. The meaning of these values depends on whether the context is for the HTTP Media
Transport or RTP Media Transport.
For HTTP:
a-val: indicates support of the TimeSeekRange.dlna.org HTTP header for the context of
the protocollnfo under the ”Full Random Access Data Availability” model.
b-val: indicates support of the Range HTTP header for the context of the protocollnfo
under the ”Full Random Access Data Availability” model.
For RTP:
a-val: indicates support of the Range header for the context of the protocollnfo under the
”Full Random Access Data Availability” model.
b-val: In scenarios involving the RTP Media Transport, the b-val must have a value of”0”.
PS-param: The ps-value must be a comma-delimited list of play speed values. The ps-
value must exclude the play speed of ”1” from its list. If the media transport component does
not support additional server-side play speeds beyond ”1” for the context of the protocollnfo,
then the fourth field must omit the ps-param (”DLNA.ORG PS=1” is not correct).
CI-param: If the context of the protocollnfo involves a content binary that is converted
from a different content binary, then ci-value is ”1 ”. Otherwise, the ci-value is ”0”.
FLAGS-param: The Flag must have 32 hexadecimal digits, 8 for a primary flag and
24 for a secondary flag (Must be 0 for now). The primary-flags token must be exactly 8
hexadecimal digits and it must represent a value composed of 32 binary bits. Each bit must
represent a binary flag. The least significant bit corresponds to bit-O and the most significant
bit corresponds to bit-31. For more detail see Appendix B.
MAXSP-param: The value of maxsp-param-value must be greater than or equal to 1. If
maxsp-param is specified, then the RTP Serving Endpoint must support the Speed header in
a RTSP PLAY request if the value of the ”Speed” header is less than or equal to the attribute
value of maxsp-param.
OTHER-param: Vendors may use other-param for vendor-specific parameters in the
fourth field of a protocollnfo value.
If a MediaRenderer lists additional parameters in the 4th field of protocollnfo when declar-
ing protocollnfo , then they should not include the op-param, ps-param, ci-param and maxsp-
param.
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2.4 Network Packet Analyzer
This Section will introduce the concept of packet dissection and Lua language used on
this thesis with a bash script to interact with Wireshark which is the most used open source
network analyzer.
2.4.1 Packet Dissection
Each dissector decodes its part of the protocol, and then hands off decoding to subsequent
dissectors for an encapsulated protocol. So it might all start with a Frame dissector which
dissects the packet details of the capture file itself (timestamps), passes the data on to an
Ethernet frame dissector that decodes the Ethernet header, and then passes the payload to
the next dissector (IP) and so on. At each stage, details of the packet will be decoded and
displayed. Dissection can be implemented in three possible ways. One is to have a dissector
module compiled into the main program, which means it’s always available. Another way is
to make a plug-in (a shared library/ DLL) that registers itself to handle dissection which is
more rapid to compile. A more program independent and doesn’t need compiling the source
code is to create a bash script to control the dissector with a Lua script for the dissection.
2.4.2 What is Lua?
Lua means ”Moon” in Portuguese. Lua is designed, implemented, and maintained by a
team at the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Lua is a powerful,
fast, lightweight, embeddable scripting language designed for extending applications. For this
thesis was used Lua for its advantages which are: easy prototyping, implementing and testing,
small amount of code needed, no memory management, easy to share with others, and perfect
for reverse engineering.
It would be wonderful if Lua programming has no disadvantages but if a C programing
Dissector was used we would obtain a better performance Dissector especially in velocity,
other disadvantage to C is the limitation of dissection function which is possible to use,
despite Lua code is distributed with Wireshark new version activation is needed by editing a
configuration file, and Lua with Wireshark is not massive used yet.
Lua can be used with Wireshark as a Dissector used to decode data, as a Post-Dissector
only called after the other dissectors had run or as listeners used to collect data from after
the packets had been dissected.
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2.5 UPnP Test Tool
The UPnP architecture is composed of various parts Addressing, Discovery, Description,
Control, Eventing and Presentation. To help developers testing their tools Intel developed a
test tool called Intel Tools For UPnP Technology. Later was released as Developer Tools for
UPnP Technologies under open source Apache 2.0 license. The Developer Tools for UPnP
Technologies has a big variaty of tools (generic devices and reference tools). Device Validator
is part of Developer Tools for UPnP Technologies with a test tool design it is the perfect start
for our Test Suite. All the library interaction could be used for our project.
Despite the quality of the Device Validator it is not compliant with the UPnP specification
and have never been tested to pass the tests of the UPnP Forum. As favor point Device
Validator is written in C# which is a wide used programing language and not so difficult to
program.
This is an amazing tool but brings the problem of how to use it. Due to the lack of
documentation before start using Device Validator an intensive debug step-by-step was done
to help understand how the program was designed and worked. Also in this case we have
multi-threading which makes debugging a harder task.
Device Validator was the most used by UPnP Developers and the only test tool found
with enough quality for framework to this work. So as starting point to this thesis Test Suite
we used Device Validator.
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2.6 DLNA Implementations
Since the DLNA guidelines are not open and they represent commercial interests the open
source community does not take DLNA in consideration for their projects. Just a few open
source projects have DLNA references. Were we make a small brief about the most famous
UPnP projects with DLNA in consideration.
2.6.1 Coherence
Coherence is a framework designed to help developers create easily UPnP tasks. This
framework is written in Python and provides an SSDP server (Discovery), MSEARCH client
(Description), Server and client of HTTP/SOAP (Control) , server and client for GENA
(Eventing) and a device dock.
Coherence is not a DLNA certified framework but it’s designed to be compliant with
DLNA and is Open Source.
Other frameworks were analyzed but this one is updated and has some interesting capa-
bilities like Transcoding.
2.6.2 Reference DLNA open-source implementation for Linux
Libdlna is currently the library used by Linux distributions for DLNA. This library is an
interesting story, a open source developer Benjamin Zores was invited to develop it in a Linux
forum by a Intel worker and another from Sony which bought him the DLNA guidelines.
Currently libdlna support the following DLNA profiles in image category JPEG and PNG,
audio category AC3, AMR, ATRAC3, LPCM, MP3, MPEG-4 (AAC) and WMA AV category
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 Part 2 (SP and ASP) and MPEG-4 Part 10 (a.k.a. AVC or
H.264).
2.7 Summary
• The UPnP Standard has a powerful and flexible software architecture that makes use
of existing standard protocols, combining them to provide a zero-administration net-
working capability for the home network.
• An UPnP AV architecture was created specially for media sharing from the UPnP
Standard.
• The DLNA Standard comes with commercial needs for better interoperability of the
UPnP AV devices. Creating a long list of rules and restrictions.
• Most of the DLNA Standard focus on Media Format Profiles the main fault of UPnP
AV. Improving compatibility but DLNA device developers have a harder task.
• Wireshark support built-in dissection, plug-in dissection and through a lua script.
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Chapter 3
Implementing UPnP/DLNA
Dissection
In this chapter we will explain how the dissection was implemented and some scenarios
that represent a traditional network. Which were created with the objective of testing the
dissector. In Section 3.1 we describe the functionalities and architecture ,later introduces the
concept of Lua Script Language and how was used; and in Section 3.2 we create some test
scenarios and show the obtained results. Each section also includes references to all of the
related work, papers, books and technical reports about the topics being presented in this
thesis.
3.1 Script for UPnP/DLNA Dissection
In this section we describe the improvements to the Wireshark version 1.2.2 with Lua 5.1
plugin (make Wireshark accept Lua scricpts) Wireshark is one of the most well known and
complete traffic analyzer in the market but does not support UPnP Protocols as we can see
here [27].
Before our implementation, all the UPnP traffic is marked as normal TCP traffic. Since
SSDP, GENA, SOAP and Multicast Events are HTTP based, we need to dissect all UPnP
traffic has HTTP.
First problem: How to differentiate the UPnP traffic? Normally, for dissection, the port
number is the differentiation factor, for SSDP which normally use port 1900 there is no
problem. But SOAP, GENA and media exchange, which are transported over HTTP, by
definition use random port numbers. Other differentiation factors were taken in account but
port number is the only efficient alternative. To solve the random ports problem we need
code to find this ports in our traffic.
The second difficulty we had to solve was how to control the dissect process. This problem
was described in Section 2.4 and we concluded that a Bash script with a Lua script is the
solution which meets best the needs of this thesis.
3.1.1 Bash Script Functionalities
The bash script functionalities are:
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• Capture with protocol filter.
• Dissect UPnP/DLNA by finding which ports are being used.
• Possibility to add protocol filters after capture.
• Dissect UPnP messages by type:
Discovery, description, control, eventing and presentation.
• IPv6 compatibility.
3.1.2 Script Architecture
The script architecture depicted in Figure 3.1 shows how the UPnP Dissection was created,
which is the main function and object of this dissection work. As we see more functionalities
were added to our script: support of IPv6 and message type dissection. The implemented
bash script is the support of our dissection process, interacts with the user and has capture
capabilities with standard options or UPnP dissection of an old capture.
Figure 3.1: Script Architecture
Since the search for UPnP Ports is the key process of our script, we will make a small
description of how it was accomplished. Tshark (terminal version of wireshark without graph-
ical ambient support) has an option which can print a field of the captured packets. The
http.location field (an HTTP field) will give us the URL of all the UPnP services notified by
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SSDP. As part of UPnP specification, this URL has a port number which makes possible the
usage of different ports for the seamless transfers. The Bash script saves all those URL and
parses the ports of the URL.
3.1.3 Lua Script
To implement a UPnP/DLNA dissection we used a Bash script but the Packet analyzer
used (Wireshark) on this thesis does not accept dissection commands through Bash scripts
so we used the Bash script to interact with the user and call the Packet Analyzer with Lua
script (which has dissection commands).
See section 2.4 for further information about Lua.
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3.2 Script Tests
This section validates the script capabilities. With this in mind, test scenarios were
implemented with the UPnP devices available, with preference for DLNA Certified devices.
For the testing of our script 10 different scenarios were mounted. The following scenarios
were chosen because they represent best all the 10 scenarios created at the laboratory.
3.2.1 Scenario One
For this Scenario the devices are described in Table 3.2. The MAC addresses and IP
addresses will help to identify our devices with Wireshark.
Figure 3.2: Scenario One
Next topics point out some additional information about the devices:
• The Dell PC is not DLNA Certified but Windows 7 has DMS and DMR V1.5 Certifi-
cation.
• The TV is a DMR certified device.
• The digital camera is DLNA certified but only as DMS for Image Class.
• The Tablet PC and Camera do not have Ethernet port and were connected through the
wireless gateway (802.11g). See Table 3.1 for more detail.
SSID Encryption Password
dlnatest WPA-PSK 123456789
Table 3.1: Wireless Configuration
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Device MAC Address IP Address DLNA
Certified
Dell Latitude PC with Windows 7
(D630)
00 1C 23 13 78 8D 192.168.1.70 YES
Samsung TV (LE55B653) 00 1E 68 B6 0B 89 192.168.1.71 YES
Thomson Gateway (TG787) 00 1F 9F 06 49 18 192.168.1.254 NO
Samsung Camera (ST1000) 00 21 19 A5 70 ED 192.168.1.73 YES
Sagem tablet PC (Tabee) 00 0B 6C A1 A7 74 192.168.1.72 NO
Table 3.2: Scenario One
All devices got the IP address listed from the DHCP server located in the Thomson
gateway. See Table 3.2 for more detail.
The following actions were performed in our test:
1. Foto Exchange
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Sagem Tablet PC
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Samsung TV
From Samsung Camera to Dell PC (Windows Media Player Renderer)
From Sagem tablet PC to Dell PC (Windows Media Player Renderer)
2. Music Exchange
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Sagem tablet PC
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Samsung TV
3. Video Exchange
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Sagem tablet PC
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Samsung TV
The tests executed try to address all device capabilities and exchange all types of media
supported.
As we can see on Figures 3.3 and 3.5 only the SSDP (Discovery) packets are correctly
identified by Wireshark alone. Our dissector detects all UPnP traffic automatically.
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Figure 3.4: Scenario 1 UPnP Packets Diagram, Example 1
To represent the capabilities of our script, we choose some parts of the captures made.
The criteria was to show a significant variety of UPnP packets.
Figure 3.3 displays a part of the capture made and Figure 3.4 is the diagram of the same
part.
Each number represents a UPnP packet that are discriminated here:
1. Video
2. Get Content
3. Device Description
4. Discovery Notification, Media Server
5. Get Content
An Ethernet network typically will have a maximum transmission unit (MTU) of 1500
bytes, media normally is bigger then a MTU, so it must be split in different IP packets for a
HTTP transfer.
The Video packet is a reassembled packet from a HTTP flow and is not UPnP. But is the
result and objecive of UPnP.
As we can see on Figure 3.3 before our dissector, the Video packet was invisible.
Then, the Tablet PC is asking the PC for a Device Description. The PC sends an answer
(Packet No. 3). The Device Description is a XML with very important information about
the device, for example: Device Name, Manufacture Information, Model Information, Serial
Number, DLNA Information, Icon List and Service List.
The Service List is the most important information in a Device Description. Here we
can see the services provided by this device and how to access them. The PC sent a Device
Description with the following services: Connection Manager, Content Directory and Media
Receiver Registrar (Microsoft Service). For each service, the PC sends a service type, service
ID, control URL, Event Sub URL and SCPD URL. The service ID and type identify the
service and the URLs point to the location for the interactions with the services.
The Discovery Notification packet is a response to a Discovery search. Providing a unique
service name for the discovered service.
The packet number 5 is the same as number 2. Some devices, due to bad implementation
by the manufactures, make the same action more then once. To find the problem origin a
possible solution is to study the device source code for UPnP actions.
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Figure 3.6: Scenario 1 UPnP Packets Diagram, Example 2
Another example of the capture made is analyzed for a different variety of UPnP packets.
Figure 3.5 displays part of the capture made and Figure 3.6 is the diagram representing
the messages exchanged.
Each number represents a UPnP packet that are discriminated here:
1. AV Transport, Get Transport Info
2. AV Transport, Get Transport Info Response
3. Get Content, Photo
The Get Transport Info is an action form the AV Transport Service. The action returns
information associated with the current transport state of the specified instance.
The PC ask the TV for the Transport Info. Then, in a XML file the TV answers with
current transport state (no media present) and current transport status (ok).
The TV request the PC a Photo. This is not a UPnP Packet but is the result and objective
of UPnP (media sharing). Due to it’s importance it is dissected as a UPnP Packet.
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3.2.2 Scenario Two
For this Scenario the devices used are described in Table 3.3. The MAC addresses and IP
addresses will help to identify our devices with Wireshark.
Figure 3.7: Scenario Two
Some additional information about the devices:
• The Dell PC is not DLNA Certified but Windows XP has DMS and DMR V1.0 Certi-
fication.
• The Set Top Box firmware from Microsoft was version: 1.6.25310.38 with CPU from
Cisco. The firmware version is very important because newer version will have a good
UPnP AV Renderer implemented and older has a UPnP Control Point with transfer
client (a 2 Box Model Device Type).
Device MAC Address IP Address DLNA
Certified
Dell Latitude PC with Windows XP
(D630)
00 1C 23 13 78 8D 192.168.1.100 YES
Thomson Gateway (TG784) 00 24 17 06 E8 83 192.168.1.254 NO
Novabase Set Top Box (MEO
KMM3010-PT)
00 22 CE C5 2A 19 192.168.1.64 NO
Table 3.3: Scenario Two
As in scenario 1, all devices got the IP address listed from the DHCP server located in
the Thomson gateway. See Table 3.3 for more detail.
The end devices were connected to the gateway using Ethernet (IEEE 802.3). An Ethernet
Hub was used to ensure all packets were captured, since the information is replicated for all
the ports.
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The flowing actions were performed in our test:
1. Video Exchange
From Thomson Gateway (UPnP AV Server) to Dell PC (Windows Media Player
Renderer)
2. Music and Foto Exchange
Form Dell PC (Windows Media Player Server) to Novabase SET TOP BOX
The tests criteria was to try the Thomson Gateway Server and Novabase SET TOP BOX
Renderer media exchange so we could detect why they do not work together.
Microsoft has special guidelines to guarantee interoperability with other devices. The
Thomson gateway do not respect Microsoft requirements. Consequently they are not able to
exchange any content through UPnP. As noted at scenario 1 on the next Figures 3.8 and 3.10
only the SSDP (Discovery) packets are correctly identified by Wireshark alone. Our dissector
enhances the dissection capabilities of UPnP traffic for Wireshark to an incredible rate. Now
is possible to detect all UPnP traffic automatically.
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Figure 3.9: Scenario 2 UPnP Packets Diagram, Example 1
The same criteria as in scenario 1 was used to choose the parts of the capture analyzed.
Figure 3.8 displays a part of the capture made and Figure 3.9 is the diagram of the same
part.
Each number represents a UPnP packet that are discriminated here:
1. Event Notification
2. Close Connection
3. Get Content
4. Get Content
The GENA protocol implemented in UPnP ensure that clients can detect changes made to
the device’s properties. The Event Notification packet is the result of the gateway notifying
the PC (it’s subscriber). From about the property system update ID change to 0. The
system update ID is used to notify control points when something in the Content Directory
has changed.
Form about the PC to the gateway, a Close Connection packet confirms that the Connec-
tion is closed.
Then, the Set Top Box is asking the PC for the Device Description.
An incomplete device description is transfered (Packet No. 2214). As result, the Set Top
Box asks the PC for the device description again.
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Figure 3.11: Scenario 2 UPnP Packets Diagram, Example 2
Figure 3.10 displays a part of the capture made and Figure 3.11 is the diagram of the
same part.
Each number represents a UPnP packet which are discriminated here:
1. Get Content, Album Art
2. Get Content, Album Art
3. Get Content, Album Art
4. Content Directory, Notification
5. Get Content, Photo
6. Content Directory, Browse
Our Set Top Box is asking for the Album Arts of the Content Directory of the PC. Again,
this are not UPnP Packets but the result of UPnP.
The Content Directory packet is a response to a Discovery search. Providing a service
type (in this case is Content Directory) and a unique service name for the discovered service.
Then, the Set Top Box ask for a photo the same type of packet like in the album arts.
The Content Directory service that is mandatory for Media Servers has the vital action
Browse. With the browse action the set top box can browse the native hierarchy of content
directory objects.
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3.3 Summary
• UPnP dissection is not implemented by Wireshark.
• Since DLNA is based on UPnP, DLNA dissection is the same as UPnP Dissection.
• UPnP use protocols like SSDP, SOAP, GENA which are HTTP based.
• Only SSDP has a fixed port number, our bash script search for other used ports.
• A Bash script was created to interact with the user, find UPnP ports and call Wireshark
with a Lua script (which has dissection commands).
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Chapter 4
Test Suite
In this Chapter at first we intended to focus on Device Validator architecture. After
this first step we explain DLNA test implementation and results. In Section 4.1 we will
explain how the Device Validator reverse engineering was done. In Section 4.2 we describe
the functionalities and architecture of the DLNA tests; and in Section 4.3 we create some
test scenarios and show the results. Each section also includes references to all of the related
work, papers, books and technical reports about the topics being presented in this thesis.
4.1 UPnP Test Tool
The first step of this test suite was to discriminate the architecture and functionality of
Device Validator, since there is no documentation about this tool.
For our reverse engineering task and step-by-step debug, we used Microsoft Visual
Studio R© . Microsoft Visual Studio R© is a software package by Microsoft R© for software de-
velopment dedicated to .NET Framework and VB, C, C++ and C# Languages.
For this thesis it was used Microsoft Visual Studio R© 2008 Version 9.0.21022.8.
Additionally other complementing software was installed: Microsoft .NET R© Framework
Version 3.5 SP1, with a couple more packages. Since Device Validator is a C Sharp (C#)
written tool a reference is needed for Microsoft Visual C# 2008 package.
A Microsoft Developer Network Academic Alliance (MSDN AA) license was bought for
Microsoft Visual Studio R© 2008.
Only the Professional Edition of Microsoft Visual Studio R© allow a correct multi-threading
debug. Express editions won’t work for the reverse engineering task.
The first source code compilation had some compatibility problems which were solved.
Device Validator was not updated to Microsoft Visual Studio R© 2008 or Microsoft R© .NET
Framework 3.5.
To access a control that is running in another thread a safe thread call should be used. In
older versions of Microsoft R© Visual Studio safe calls were not checked and Device Validator
code had some unsafe calls which can lead to unexpected results or freezes. As Microsoft R© ad-
vices at [28] new code was added to solve the thread-safe calls problem.
The function that add the tests in assembly also was not in the correct order and didn’t
provide a way to control how this tests (See Section 4.1.1) were added. Consequently new
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code was implemented with the propose of reaching faster debug of a desired test only by
changing a string with tests names. For future work, to control which test to run from a
graphic environment, is a easy task now.
Some other pieces of new code were developed but with no relevance for this work, being
mostly small bugs resolutions, since the last open source version of this code has various bugs
that do not allow this software to work with Microsoft Visual Studio R© 2008.
4.1.1 UPnP Test Architecture
The external libraries that Device Validator uses are DeviceValidatorPluginInterfaces,
Metadata, UPnP, UPnPAV, UPnP AV RendererStack, UPnPAVCDSML and UPnP AVM-
SCP.
For this work we will make a small summary of the most important libraries and their
main functionalities and interactions. The DeviceValidatorPluginInterfaces library converts
between the UPnP Validator enumerated values and strings. Metadata (data about data)
library for UPnP metadata management. UPnP is the most important library because it is
the responsable to generate and interpret the IP packets exchanged with the testing devices.
HTTPMessage is part of UPnP library and is widely used in our DLNA Test Suite. UPnP
AV library, UPnP AV RendererStack library, UPnP AVCDSML library and UPnP AVMSCP
library make the support for the interaction with the various services of UPnP devices. A
widely used interaction is ProtocolInfo, which is a UPnP function of ConnectionManager see
Section 2.1 for more detail.
The UPnP Test Stack is composed by a cluster of tests: Eventing Tests, Discovery Tests,
Control Tests and UPnP AV Tests. Keep in mind our goal to increment a new test (DLNA
test) to his cluster.
The Eventing Test Suite makes a charge test to the event subscription, un-subscription,
subscription renewal and check for correct results, correct error codes and proper eventing
and formatting of event messages.
The Discovery Test Suite analyzes various aspects of UPnP device discovery: network
searching, advertising and check reply timing and correct formatting of received messages.
The Control Test Suite makes a charge test, invoking each UPnP control action of each
UPnP control service on the target device with valid and invalid values, analyzing returned
error codes, response time and many other factors.
The UPnP AV Test Suite has two different test suites. The first is oriented to Media
Servers which evaluate a UPnP device’s implementation compliance towards a UPnP A/V 1.0
ContentDirectory service. The second test suit of UPnP AV is oriented to Media Renderers
which performs various tests to a UPnP/AV 1.0 compatible renderer device, the type of
analysis performed is dependent on the device’s capabilities.
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Figure 4.1: Original Device Validator Architecture
After the program debug phase, a scheme of the Test Suite architecture was draw and
Figure 4.1 shows the most important parts. User Controls represents any input introduced by
the user ”mouse clicks”. The Device Validator User Interface (MainForm) is simple but has
some special proprieties because is running in a different thread which gives it independence
from the Tests. The UPnP Device Locator is the block that represents the code behind
choosing the device we want to test on the network. Then, the Device Validator choose the
tests intended to run in a dynamic way by Add Tests Assembly function, followed by Run
Tests that controls the tests which send their results in live to the Graphic Interface.
A new test suite of Device Validator is the next step for a DLNA Test Suite.
In Figure 4.2 it’s possible to see the matching of our DLNA Test in the Device Validator.
Figure 4.2: New Device Validator Architecture
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4.2 DLNA Test Suite Development
DLNA Guidelines have requirements from the physical layer to application layer of the
Open System Interconnection (OSI) Model. Most of the requirements are already part of
other standards like Wi-Fi or UPnP. The requirements that bring something new to the to
the Plug and Play networks are the Media Format Profiles requirements.
Device Validator open source version already implements the most important UPnP Dis-
covery, Eventing, Control and UPnP AV tests. We will focus on it’s fault creating a DLNA
Test Suite which is based on Media Format Profiles requirements.
The DLNA Test can be explained in the following way: We extract from the Connection-
Manager server a response to the GetProtocolInfo of the tested device and analyze the DLNA
compatibility of this device. To be DLNA compliant a device must implement some media
profiles with HTTP transport. But the mandatory media profiles are different, depending on
the area of the world you are in, different bitrates, different combinations of codecs to the
same container and other characteristics. This mandatory profiles change if the device is a
Server or a Player and if is a Home Network Device or a Mobile Handheld Device. The result
is dozens of mandatory possibilities and hundreds of other compliant possibilities.
The Flow Chart in Figure 4.3 represents in a simple way how the test is working.
Figure 4.3: DLNA Test Architecture
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All the important DLNA tests are in the Mandatory Profiles block, the other blocks are
the structure that gives the support for our DLNA tests.
The Mandatory Profiles Block ensure all the requirements for mandatory Media Format
Profiles are meet by the device, this requirements are examined in Section 2.3.
4.3 DLNA Test Suite Results
This section will explain the scenarios created in order to analyze the performance of the
developed DLNA test suit. The different tests intend to test various devices that are available
in the marked as DLNA certified devices.
4.3.1 Windows 7 PC WMP
In the first scenario we use Windows Media Player version:12.0.7600.16415 running on
Microsoft R© Windows 7 with MSDN AA license. Windows Media Player (WMP)v12 Server
and Renderer of Windows 7 are Digital Media Server (DMS)v1.5 and Digital Media Renderer
(DMR)v1.5 Certified by DLNA.
Figure 4.4: Windows 7 Test Scenario
Windows Media Player on Windows 7 creates a Digital Media Server with some DLNA
Media Profiles Implemented and a Digital Media Renderer with a lot of Media Profiles. It
has all the Mandatory Profiles for Image, Audio and AV categories.
Despite the fact that the program we are testing is Windows Media Player 12 the operating
system that is behind the player is what limits the DLNA capabilities of the device since WMP
use the libraries built in the operating system for DLNA media sharing. Windows XP with
WMP12 will have lesser DLNA capabilities then the same version in Windows 7.
Media Server Test
The first tests are made to verify the device capabilities and support the next tests. Then,
a proper Media Format Profile test is done and the final report production The next Figure 4.5
shows the Media Profiles implemented at the tested device.
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Figure 4.5: Windows 7 Server Media Profiles
The table presented is a correctly parsed display of GetProtocolInfo() response form Con-
nectionManager of the Windows 7 DLNA/UPnP Server.
The ProtocolInfo Concept is set by UPnP Forum at the ConnectionManager Service Tem-
plate [11].
The first column represent the transport protocol that which be http-get, rtsp-rtp-udp,
internal, iec61883 or a registred ICANN domain name of vendor. The most used transport
protocol is HTTP and is the DLNA mandatory transport protocol.
When we need to specify an IP address, the Network column is the correct place to do
it. However usually we use ”*” which means ”all devices” since all devices support HTTP or
RTP.
The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) used in our case are the image,
audio and video types. The complete list can be found at [29]. Content Format is displayed
in MIME-type for HTTP and RTP payload type for RTP.
The additional info is represented by ”*”. However it can be defined by the vendor. In
this case because is a DLNA certified device, the additional info field is used to identify media
format profiles.
Analyzing further the displayed information. For example, the LPCM media profile is a
mandatory profile. We can see in Figure 4.5 that it is repeated since the media format profile
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may have different sampling rates. 1
Servers choose to support one or more profiles, but players/renderers should support all.
An important capability is the number of DLNA compliant media profiles implemented.
In the example we observe 41 DLNA compliant profiles plus 5 UPnP compliant profiles.
Figure 4.6: Windows 7 Server DLNA Result
Windows 7 Digital Media Server (DMS) is an Home Network Device (HND) with Image,
Audio and AV support; all the Media Format Profiles mandatory requirements [18] were met
and tested by our DLNA Test Suite.
1The various Content Format items (example: MIME, rate and channels) are separated by ”;” which add
one more level of parsing on our program
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Media Renderer Test
The first tests are made to verify the device capabilities and support the next tests. Then,
a proper Media Format Profile test is done and the final report production. The Figure 4.7
analyzes the Media Format Profiles implemented at the tested device.
Figure 4.7: Windows 7 Renderer Media Profiles
The tested device has 242 Media Format Profiles, which 197 profiles are DLNA compliant.
Taking the last media server test as reference we see that this media renderer has more
then the quadruple of Media Format Profiles implemented. This is expected because a Digital
Media Renderers has more requirements to fulfill. It should support all the mandatory profiles
and some extra ones like LPCM low in order to have the DLNA audio support certificate for
Home Network Devices.
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Figure 4.8: Windows 7 Renderer DLNA Result
Windows 7 Digital Media Renderer (DMR) is and Home Network Device (HND) with
Image, Audio and AV support with all the Media Format Profiles requirements of DLNA
Guidelines from August 2009 [18] founded, tested by our DLNA Test Suite.
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4.3.2 Samsung TV LE55B653
Figure 4.9: Samsung TV Test Scenario
Samsung TV is a Renderer which implies more requirements to fulfill.
First, it has 158 DLNA Media Profiles implemented as we can see on figure 4.10.
Then we see something different: FLAGS. The DLNA FLAGS parameter is an optional
parameter and it’s main function is to advertise some special capabilities that the device has
for each media format profile. Despite the only mandatory parameter for DLNA Additional
Info field is the Profile Name parameter (DLNA.ORG PN), we decided to make tests for the
FLAGS parameter.
Other additional parameters are defined by DLNA which are the OP, PS, CI and MAXSP
parameters, but they must not be included for a Media Renderer [18]. The FLAG parameter
must be used if the device supports playback of a DLNA PlayContainer URI operation. Other
parameter is vendor dependent, in this case is not implemented by Samsung. See Section 2.3.6
for more details about DLNA parameters.
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Figure 4.10: Samsung TV Media Profiles
Since the Samsung TV is a DLNA Renderer (DMR) it has some extra media format
profiles requirements. As we can see the Samsung TV has a significant number of DLNA
compliant profiles implemented regarding the tree types of media.
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Figure 4.11: Samsung TV DLNA Result
All normal mandatory tests passed for the three media class types. Since this device his
a renderer, additional tests were made and they failed. The fact that this device failed a
mandatory tests as we can see in Figure 4.11 does not jeopardizes the certificate because it
only needs a class type compliance to have the certificate.
As we can see this behavior is not what we would expect of a certification which has as
main objective interoperability.
In this case we have a DMR with certificate but do not fulfill the mandatory requirements
for Audio Class. To have Image Audio and AV Class requirements fulfilled this device as a
HND must have the LPCM low media format profile implemented.
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Figure 4.12: Samsung TV Additional Parameters Result
Despite that the FLAG parameter is optional we have two DLNA devices that use it
widely. A FLAG analyses was needed.
To extract the Flags a parsing operation is made followed by a verification of the possibility
to be a repeated flag. After all flags are gathered the test suite makes a hexadecimal to binary
conversion of the flag and display the most significant bites. The other bites are Reserved
and must be 0.
The first flag (8D10) means the Sender Paced flag, UCDMA S0 Increasing flag, UCDMA
Sn Increasing flag, Streaming Mode flag and Link Protected Content flag are set true.
The second flag (ED10) means the Sender Paced flag, Limited Operations flag: Time
Based Seek, Limited Operations flag: Byte Based Seek, UCDMA S0 Increasing flag, UCDMA
Sn Increasing flag, Streaming Mode flag and Link Protected Content flag are set true.
For more details about flags see Appendix B.
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4.3.3 Samsung Camera ST1000
Figure 4.13: Samsung Camera Test Scenario
Samsung Camera ST1000 is a DMS. It has the capability to serve the photos obtained
trough UPnP (DLNA) sharing. It is also a Moblie Digital Media Uploader (M-DMU) to send
the photos to another device. The UPnP AV capability and DLNA certificate gives this device
an extra value revolutionizing the way we download our photos to computers or display in
our TV.
Figure 4.14: Samsung Camera Media Profiles
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This Device has the same DLNA logo as the Samsung TV tested here, which is unfair
because our camera has the capability to record movies but only has image class DLNA
capabilities. Also in the manuals and boxes of our DLNA tested devices their is no reference
about their DLNA capabilities. DLNA should have different logos or add a subtitle to the
logo representing which media classes the device supports and which device type is it(Server,
Renderer or Player).
Figure 4.15: Samsung Camera DLNA Result
As expected, this device only passes the image class mandatory DLNA requirements but
that is enough to receive the DLNA certificate logo.
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Figure 4.16: Samsung Camera DLNA Result
At the additional info field Samsung implemented the mandatory PN field and the optional
CI and FLAGS fields.
The CI field have two possible values ”1” if the content binary specified is converted from
a different content binary and ”0” if not.
The Device Validator test the usage of the 32 hexadecimal digits flag. If the FLAG is not
exactly 32 hexadecimal digits or the reserved digits and error result is emitted.
For DLNA V1.0 only the bit labeled 10 (HTTP Connection Stalling flag) was defined [18].
Since the FLAGS parameter is not a mandatory, compliance is not dependent on the
FLAGS.
From FLAG used by this device means the Background Mode flag, Interactive Mode flag
and DLNA V1.5 Versioning flag are true.
For more details about flags see Appendix B.
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4.3.4 Sony Playstation 3
The Sony Playstation 3 tested was form CECHxxx series which means it has a DLNA
client or Digital Media Player (DMP), we can retrieve and display images or play music or
video files that are stored over a home network on DMS but this device by it’s definition
is independent because have a built-in Control Point no advertisement is needed. For DMP
devices our test suite does not have the capability to test it since cannot be found.
A DMP is blind to Media Profiles, it’s capabilities resume to search for DMS and try to
play it’s media content if the format is not supported the rendering fails.
4.4 Summary
• The Device Validator tool was limited to UPnP Tests.
• A reverse engineering task was needed to understand and make and accurate documen-
tation of Device Validator operation.
• Devices with built-in Control Point (example: DMP) are invisible to Device Validator
since they are only clients.
• A DLNA Test were added with special focus on Media Format Profiles.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The UPnP standard is a world with almost no boundaries which makes interoperability
ungranted. To fulfill this gap the DLNA standard created a lot of definitions and rules for
UPnP Media Sharing. The DLNA standard, in it’s way to make interoperability a warranty
turned media sharing much more complex and limited, due to the vast quantity of require-
ments created.
Digital Living Network Alliance was created by companies with strong commercial inter-
ests. The Marketing around DLNA gives a wrong idea to the consumer that a certified device
will be able to share media with all certified devices. The DLNA guidelines [18] devices types
are by definition only compatible with some other device types and they give the manufacture
liberty to create special services which can jeopardize interoperability. DLNA should have
more strict mandatory rules and the logo for certification should be different depending on
the device capabilities. Most of DLNA products never explain to the consumer what DLNA
capabilities they have.
Despite all interoperability problems the future of DLNA is assure as long as all companies
believe in the alliance. DLNA is formed by the reference companies in the world of Consumer
Electronics an most of them have rivals in the alliance. As long as they stay together the
alliance will bring added value to their products.
This work makes UPnP/DLNA improvements for Wireshark dissection. The identified
random port usage of UPnP traffic is not a problem for Wireshark any more. Wireshark can
find all UPnP traffic allowing an easy dissection of UPnP, turning a powerfull packet analyzer
into a more efficient tool for UPnP/DLNA developers and UPnP/DLNA testers.
The DLNA Tests created transform Device Validator into a full DLNA test suite. Adding
specific dlna tests with main focus on mandatory requirements of the protocol. An automatic
report is generated with a large spectrum of details from the tested device.
For service providers with needs to test DLNA devices and DLNA Developers our Test
Suite and scripts add high value to this tools.
As verified all objectives of this thesis were completed. We have a group of tools capable
of verify DLNA capabilities, troubleshoot and help locate mandatory problems.
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Future Work
The topics approached in this thesis are open to further research. The following topics
would complement and improve the work performed.
Dissection:
• Improve the dissection functionalities of the script .
• Turn the script into C code for better performance and built-in dissection.
Test Suite:
• Improve tests performance.
• Add more detail to DLNA/UPnP Tests.
• Improve IPv6 compatibility. Specifically solve unpredicted glitches.
• Continuous update with future releases form the open source community.
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Appendix A
Bash Script Code
#upnpdissector script
#!/bin/sh
#This script needs to be copied to the /bin directory.
# You need to set yourself as the root user to set the permissions on this script to make
it executable and to run this script.
# Set the permissions using this command: chmod 755 /bin/menushark1.0.sh
echo ””
echo ”**********************UPnP Dissector 1.0******************************”
echo ”**********************************************************************”
echo ”* upnpdissector can capture and dissect UPnP network traffic or *”
echo ”* use a saved capture by wireshark or tshark to dissect UPnP *”
echo ”* Here’s what it does: *”
echo ”* 1)Asks you questions to put together a command line. *”
echo ”* 2)Shows you the command line it created. *”
echo ”* 3)It runs the command. *”
echo ”* 4)A capture file is created, rights on it are changed - read by all* or dissect UPnP
traffic”
echo ”**********************************************************************”
echo ”* Royalties: Filipe Santos santos.filipejose@gmail.com *”
echo ”**********************************************************************”
echo ””
echo ”**********************************************************************”
echo ”* Remember - you have to run this as the root user. *”
echo ”**********************************************************************”
echo ”Press enter to continue”
echo ””
read
function capture {
echo ”Reading Interfaces available by using the tshark -D command.”
echo ””
tshark -D
echo ””
echo ”Select which interface would you like to capture from?”
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echo ”Then press enter.”
read interface
echo ””
echo ”You chose interface $interface.”
echo ””
echo ”Type a filename for the capture file.”
echo ”Then press enter”
read inputfile
echo ””
capfile=”$inputfile”
echo ”You are creating a capture file named $capfile.”
echo ””
PS3=”Choose (1-27):”
echo ”Choose a Protocol or port filter from the list below - Select 1 for NO FILTER.”
echo ”Then press enter.”
select filter in ”” tcp udp ip ip6 ether icmp icmp6 fddi tr arp rarp ”port 20 or 21” ”port
22” ”port 23” ”port 25” ”port 37” ”port 53” ”port 69” ”port 80” ”port 110” ”port 161 or
162” ”port 443” ”port 514” ”port 1719 or 1720” ”dst port 5010” ”port 5060 or 5061”
do
break
done
echo””
echo ”To filter on a host name or IP address for the capture filter”
echo ”type it here then press enter. Or just hit enter for NO FILTER”
echo ””
read inputhost
echo ””
host=”$inputhost”
echo ””
echo ”You chose to filter using $filter$host.”
echo ””
echo ”Press CTRL c to stop the capture”
echo ””
echo ”Command being executed by the menu script:”
echo ”tshark -i $interface -w $capfile $filter $host”
echo ””
echo ”Capture started:”
date
# Now write the string created to the command line for the user
tshark -i $interface -w $capfile $filter
echo ””
echo ”Capture finished:”
date
chmod 644 $capfile
echo ””
echo ”The file$capfile has been set with attributes of 644 using the command:”
echo ”chmod 644 $capfile - so it can be read by anyone.”
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echo ””
echo ”Your current directory is:”
pwd
echo ””
}
function dissect {
echo ”Your current directory is:”
pwd
echo -e ”\n You have in your directory this files ”
ls -l
echo -e ”\n Type the capture file path for dissection.\n”
echo ”Example: capture or /etc/wireshark/capture”
read inputfile
echo -e ”\nSearch for UPnP Ports. It will search on the first 10000 packets only”
tshark -r $inputfile -T fields -e http.location -c 10000 — sort -u > httplocation
awk -F ”:” ’{ print $3 }’ ./httplocation > port
echo ”UPnP Ports”
awk -F ”/” ’{ print $1 }’ ./port — sort -u > ports
cat ports
echo -e ”\nChoose the ports witch you want to dissect with comma to separate”
echo ”Example: 2435, 35566, 6432”
read inputports
ports=”$inputports”
echo -e ”\nSave Ports to Lua script”
cat upnp.lua ¿ upnpcopy.lua
sed -i ”s/ipairs{}/ipairs{ $ports ,10243 }/” upnp.lua
echo ”upnp.lua display”
cat upnp.lua
echo -e ”\n Wireshark Final Display.\n \n Wireshark must be able to run LUA scripts as
supersuser.”
echo ”Wireshark must print Lua is running, if not read the README ”
wireshark -r $inputfile -X lua script:upnp.lua & ##utiliza o script lua para poder poder
fazer decode como o tshark
#Decode as HTTP. The next code line should be commented because it do the as the last
but with tshark
#tshark -r $inputfile -d tcp.port==$port,http
}
function choose {
case $1 in
1)
echo ”Selected 1)Capture”
capture
;;
2) echo -e ”Selected 2)Dissect saved capture \n”
dissect ;;
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*)
echo ”Type 1 for Capture and 2 for Dissection, Please”
read option
choose $option
;;
esac
}
function choose2 {
case $1 in
1)
echo ”Selected No. Goodbye”
cat upnpcopy.lua > upnp.lua
rm upnpcopy.lua
rm httplocation
rm port
rm ports
exit
;;
2)
echo -e ”Selected Yes \n”
choose
;;
*)
echo ”Do you want to repeat any step”
echo ”Type 1 for No and 2 for Yes, Please”
read repeat
choose2 $repeat
;;
esac
}
echo ”Do you want to:”
echo ”1)Capture”
echo ”2)Dissect saved capture ”
echo ”Type 1 or 2”
read option
choose $option
echo ””
echo ”Do you want to repeat any step”
echo ”Type 1 for No and 2 for Yes”
read repeat
choose2 $repeat
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Appendix B
FLAGS Parameter
The Sender Paced flag indicates if the Content Source will act as the Clock Source, for
the context of the protocolinfo.
In normal HTTP operation the Content Receiver endpoint is the source for the Playback
Clock which controls the pace of the rendering. The Content Receiver endpoint uses TCP
flow control to match the pace of the transfer of content to the pace of the playback. In
some cases, the Content Source may be the Content Clock Source, such as in the case of
live broadcast content. This means that if the actual throughput (including any transmission
delays caused by additional transmission loads on the network) is not sufficient for the Content
Clock Source, then the Content Source will take steps to ensure that the transmitted content
binary matches the indicated media format profile, but the bitstream may show discontinuities
through things like dropped frames. [18]
The Limited Operations flags are Limited Operations Time Based Seek flag, Limited
Operations Byte Based Seek flag and Clear Text Limited Data Seek flag.
Limited Operations Time Based Seek flag indicates support of the
TimeSeekRange.dlna.org HTTP header for the context of the protocolinfo under the ”Limited
Random Access Data Availability” model. Limited Operations Byte Based Seek flag indicates
support of the Range HTTP header for the context of the protocolinfo under the ”Limited
Random Access Data Availability” model.
Clear Text Limited Data Seek flag indicates support of the Cleartext Byte Seek Request
Header for the context of the protocolinfo under the ”Limited Random Access Data Avail-
ability” model.
Limited Random Access Data Availability model is the case of a live content, in which
the end of the content binary is undefined. If the end position is not specified in the request,
it means the client wants to continue receiving data until the absolute end of the stream.
DLNA Play Container flag means support for a DLNA PlayContainer URI operation. If
the flag is true for a protocollnfo, then it means that the UPnP AV MediaRenderer can play
that type of content in a DLNA PlayContainer URI operation.
UCDAM So Increasing flag indicates if the UCDAM So boundary is increasing. The
Uniform Client Data Availability Model (UCDAM) provides a mechanism for describing the
data available for a content stream. It defines a content stream in mathematical terms, with
special attention focused on the data range that can be transmitted by the Content Source.
The model applies regardless of whether the content is stored, converted (e.g. transcoded,
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trans rated, transscaled, etc.), or ”live”. [18]
UCDAM sN Increasing flag indicates if the UCDAM sN boundary is increasing.
When the Streaming Mode Transfer flag is true, it means that the Content Source is able
to transmit fast enough for immediate rendering. If the Sender Paced flag is false and the
sustained throughput is less than what is needed for immediate rendering, then the Content
Source will preserve the content binary’s bitstream because the Content Source does not act
as the Clock Source.
If the Interactive Mode Transfer flag is true, then the associated Media Transport Con-
tent Source must be capable of supporting the Interactive Mode Transfer for the context of
protocollnfo.
If the Background Mode Transfer flag is true, then the associated HTTP server must be
capable of supporting the Background Mode Transfer for the context of the protocollnfo.
HTTP Connection Stalling flag. The Connection Stalling is a mechanism where a Content
Receiver and a Content Source cooperatively use standard TCP flow control to temporarily
pause the transmission of data.
If the DLNAv1.5 Version flag is false, then it means only the HTTP Connection Stalling
flag of the primary-flags can be used.
The Link Protection flag is true if the content binary described by the protocolinfo uses
DLNA Link Protection. [20]
Clear Text Byte Full Data Seek flag means the content source supports the Cleartext Byte
Seek Request Header and a content binary uses Link Protection system.. [20]
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bit 31 to bit 24 (2 Hexadecimal)
Sender
Paced
Limited
Oper-
ations
Time
Based
Seek
Limited
Oper-
ations
Byte
Based
Seek
DLNA
Play
Con-
tainer
UCDAM
S0 In-
creasing
UCDAM
Sn In-
creasing
Play
Media
Oper-
ation
Sup-
port for
HTTP
Servers
Stream-
ing
Mode
bit 23 to bit 16 (2 Hexadecimal)
Interac-
tive
Mode
Back-
ground
Mode
HTTP
Con-
nection
Stalling
DLNA
V1.5
Verson-
ing
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Link
Pro-
tected
Content
bit 15 to bit 8 (2 Hexadecimal)
Clear
Text
Byte
Full
Data
Seek
Clear
Text
Limited
Data
Seek
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
Reserved
must be
0
2 more hexadecimal digits are reserved, as well as the 24 non primary hexadecimal digits
Table B.1: FLAGS Parameter
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